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ABSTRACT
I explore how pre-Quaternary geoclimatic phenomena and geographical heterogeneity
influenced sub-continental speciation processes and contemporary biogeographic patterns across
the Southern Hemisphere, with particular focus on two regions that have experienced elevated
levels of ongoing aridification – sub-Saharan (particularly Southern) Africa and Australia. I used
standard methods from the molecular phylogeneticists’ toolbox (e.g. tree building using
maximum likelihood and Bayesian approaches, haplotype networks, uncorrected p-distances)
combined with environmental niche modeling, morphometric principal components and fossil
calibrated molecular dating analyses in order to ascertain the role that Miocene geo-climatic
events played in promoting lineage accumulation and diversification through time. I found a
strong correlation between the formation of various local geologic features (e.g. the Drake
Passage and the subsequent formation of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current; the Great
Escarpment; Australia’s vast arid zone) and increased rates of diversification, ecological shifts
into novel niches, and morphological evolution. I discovered high levels of unexpected cryptic
diversity within an African endemic lineage of frogs that is linked to specific, local processes
(habitat fragmentation and climatic stability). In contrast, I find little evidence to continue
recognizing elevated diversity within a lineage of African agamid lizards. In both cases, I
advocate for additional taxonomic attention in order to accurately estimate species diversity
across southern Africa. I also discover novel phylogeographic barriers across the vast and largely
understudied country of Namibia. Broadly, this work illustrates that global change affects local
processes but that commonalities exist across broad latitudinal swaths. The affect of aridification
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promoted unique radiations within Australia and Africa, but can be traced to shared Miocene
geo-climatic events. Genetics are a profound and effective way of tracing this geo-climatic signal,
particularly in the Southern Hemisphere, which escaped much of the Plio-Pleistocene glacial
cycles that erased such signal in the Northern Hemisphere.
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CHAPTER 1

STRIPES, JEWELS AND SPINES: FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE
EVOLUTION OF DEFENSIVE STRATEGIES IN A CHEMICALLY DEFENDED
GECKO RADIATION (STROPHURUS, DIPLODACTYLIDAE)

1

Nielsen, S.V., Oliver, P.M., Laver, R.J., Bauer, A.M., Noonan, B.P. (2015) Habitat use
corresponds to an accumulation of honest deimatic traits in a lizard lineage (Strophurus) with
caudal ejection glands. —Zoologica Scripta, 00, 000-000. (ACCEPTED 20 FEB 2016)

Abstract
The geckos in the genus Strophurus (Diplodactylidae) are one of only two squamate lineages
with specialized caudal defensive glands. Many species in this genus also have distinctive caudal
ornamentation combined with bright and/or contrasting colour pattern elements on the iris, tail
and especially the lining of the mouth that are hypothesized to be adaptions for specialized (e.g.
deimatic) defensive functions. We present the first multi-locus, phylogenetic analysis of the
biogeography and evolution of all recognized taxa of Strophurus. Contrary to previous
phenotypic and ecological assessments, our phylogenetic analyses delineate four divergent
lineages. Three lineages are relatively small (snout-vent length [SVL] 40–60mm), species-poor
(<5 recognized species/lineage), cryptically coloured (either striped or spotted) and lack
precloacal pores (a secondary sexual trait) and putative deimatic elements. In contrast, the
remaining lineage is comparatively species-rich (at least 14 taxa), attains a larger body size (SVL
60–90 mm), possesses precloacal pores, and shows extensive variation in caudal ornamentation
and often bright and/or contrasting eye, tail and mouth colouration. The three less diverse
lineages have smaller distributions and tend to be associated with spinifex (e.g. Triodia)
hummock-grasses or rocks, whereas the fourth lineage is much more widespread (including
multiple biomes) and consistently reported to utilize more exposed diurnal microhabitats on
shrubs and trees. Biogeographic analyses also indicate that – in contrast to many other Australia
radiations – the arid biome is the ancestral area of occupation for Strophurus, with multiple
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inferred shifts into surrounding sclerophyll and monsoon biomes. This study emphasizes that –
independent of caudal defensive glands – it appears to be a shift in microhabitat use that
correlates with the accumulation of bright and contrasting coloration elements, secondary sexual
characters and the widest geographic distribution.

Corresponding author: Stuart V. Nielsen, University of Mississippi, Department of Biology, 214
Shoemaker Hall, University, MS 38677 USA. Email: svnielse@go.olemiss.edu and
bnoonan@olemiss.edu
Paul M. Oliver, Division of Evolution, Ecology & Genetics, Research School of Biology, The
Australian National University, Canberra, Australian Capital Territory, Australia. Email:
paul.oliver@anu.edu.au
Rebecca J. Laver, School of BioSciences, University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia and Department of Sciences, Museum Victoria, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. Email:
r.laver@student.unimelb.edu.au
Aaron M. Bauer, Department of Biology, Villanova University, Villanova, PA, USA. Email:
aaron.bauer@villanova.edu
Brice P. Noonan, University of Mississippi, Department of Biology, 214 Shoemaker Hall,
University, MS 38677 USA. Email: bnoonan@olemiss.edu
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Introduction

Predator-prey interactions have generated a wide array of unique evolutionary strategies for
predation avoidance (Caro, 2014; Abrams, 2015). In certain scenarios, natural selection has
favored camouflage (i.e. pattern matching or mimicry), whereas in others, animals combine
conspicuousness with toxicity (i.e. aposematism) (Brodie III & Brodie Jr., 1999; Stevens &
Ruxton, 2012; Caro, 2014). Deimatic startle display combines elements of aposematism and
camouflage. When threatened with predation, otherwise inconspicuous animals deploy hidden,
bright, colourful and/or contrasting ‘flash’ patches/markings, in an attempt to deter or startle a
predator before escaping (e.g. bright ‘eye spots’ on katydid wings; Umbers et al. 2015). These
displays are held in reserve and only exposed upon or just before capture with the primary
strategy for predation avoidance being camouflage (Umbers et al., 2015; Whiting et al., 2015).
Certain animals reinforce flash markings with toxicity/unpalatability (Brodie Jr, 1983;
Brandmayr et al., 2009)–an “honest” deimatic display (Umbers et al., 2015). Radiations of taxa
that exhibit variation in defensive morphology and behaviour present opportunities to understand
how and when selection may favour these differing defensive strategies.
Lizards in the Australian diplodactylid gecko genus Strophurus (colloquially referred to
as striped, jewelled, phasmid, and/or spiny-tailed geckos) are all characterized by the ability to
exude a viscous, highly adhesive, slightly malodorous, and distasteful substance from paired,
mid-dorsal glands running the length of the tail (Rosenberg & Russell, 1980; Rosenberg et al.,
1984; Greer, 1989). These glands largely replace adipose bodies present in the tails of most other
(closely related) gecko species and are coupled with reduced frequency of tail autotomy,
suggesting functional importance (Rosenberg & Russell, 1980; Bauer & Russell, 1994). Most
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Strophurus species forcibly eject exudate towards antagonists, and can do so accurately up to
50cm (Bustard, 1964; Greer, 1989). This remarkable morphology and behaviour has evolved
twice within Gekkota (occuring also within New Caledonian diplodactylids of the genus
Eurydactylodes; Böhme & Sering, 1997), but is otherwise unique within squamates.
Many Strophurus also have a suite of distinctive phenotypic traits that may be associated
with either crypsis or deimatic defensive display including i) prominent caudal (and in some
cases paravertebral) spines or tubercles, the colour of which often contrasts sharply with that of
the skin, ii) bright or contrasting colour elements of the iris and tail (Pianka & Vitt, 2003), and/or
iii) bright colouration of the oral mucosa (utilized in gape displays that generally precede or
accompany caudal exudate discharge) (Bustard 1964; Greer 1989; Melville et al. 2004).
However, the concentration and degree of elaboration in these traits varies significantly across
the 22 recognised Strophurus taxa.
Two phenetic groups within Strophurus have been proposed (Kluge, 1967; Greer, 1989;
Storr et al., 1990). Most of the aforementioned traits are concentrated in a group of 14 scansorial
(specialized to climbing) or arboreal species/subspecies, hereafter the ‘scanso-arboreal’ group.
These taxa are widely distributed across Australia’s arid, temperate and savannah biomes and
generally utilize non-terrestrial, vegetative habitats (e.g. trees, shrubs or spinifex grass). They
also possess precloacal pores (a secondary sexual characteristic) and range in size from 60–
89mm (snout-vent length; SVL). This group utilizes exposed diurnal microhabitats (e.g. tips of
branches/twigs) when at rest–an uncommon practice for predominantly nocturnal,
poikilothermic, eyelid-less geckos (especially from the Australian arid zone (AAZ) where
cloudless, summer days regularly exceed 45oC). Previous studies supported the monophyly of
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this phenetic group and implied that there is an association between bright oral colouration and
their ecology (Melville et al. 2004).
The second phenetic group was largely based on the absence of ‘typical’ scanso-arboreal
traits (Greer, 1989; Storr et al., 1990). These seven species from the arid and savannah biomes,
hereafter the ‘graminicolous’ (grass-dwelling) group, are smaller (SVL 40–66mm) and strongly
associated with spinifex hummock- or porcupine-grass (Triodia spp.). They lack precloacal
pores, caudal ornamentation, and bright oral mucosa (with two exceptions), and have a cryptic
colour pattern consisting of either longitudinal stripes (six sp.) or numerous small white spots
(one sp.).
A final species does not conform to either phenetic group. The poorly known and
relatively recently described Strophurus wilsoni (Storr 1983) is endemic to a restricted region in
the arid midwest of Western Australia. The phenotype of S. wilsoni is somewhat ‘intermediate’
between the scanso-arboreal and graminicolous morphologies. This taxon is relatively small
(max. SVL 56mm), lacks precloacal pores and has very faint longitudinal striping (Storr, 1983);
however, it also has slightly enlarged caudal tubercles and appears to be ‘scanso-saxicolous’–
hiding in rock revices during the day and climbing low shrubs at night (S. Wilson, pers. comm.).
In contrast to nearly complete sampling for species in the ‘scanso-arboreal’ phenetic
group, Melville et al. (2004) included only three of seven species from the ‘graminicolous’ group
and lacked S. wilsoni. In order to build on Melville et al.'s (2004) findings–as well as improve
our understanding of the evolution of ecological variation and defensive strategies–we assembled
an expanded, taxonomically complete, multilocus dataset for all recognized species and
subspecies of Strophurus. We used this dataset to investigate phylogenetic relationships and
gross biogeographical patterns within Strophurus. In particular, we examine whether a suite of
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apparently evolutionarily derived and apparently specialized morphological traits (e.g.
colouration, caudal ornamentation) are related to variation in both ecology and the distribution of
lineages across Australian biomes.

Materials and methods

Sampling

We sampled 80 Strophurus representing all 22 currently described species and subspecies,
including a minimum of two individuals per species. Higher numbers of samples (up to 14) were
included for taxa with wide geographic ranges or morphological variation. For outgroup
comparison, we utilized sequence data stored on GenBank
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/) for exemplars of other diplodactylid genera, as well as
more distantly related outgroups in the families Carphodactylidae and Pygopodidae (Table S1).
We extracted and isolated DNA from frozen or alcohol preserved liver, tail and heart
tissues using either a Qiagen DNeasy tissue kit (Valecia, CA, USA) or by standard salt extraction
protocol (Bruford et al., 1992). We then PCR amplified partial reading frames of both
mitochondrial (mtDNA) and nuclear (nuDNA) genes. Specifically, we targeted the nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide dehydrogenase subunit 2 (ND2; 846 base pairs [bp]) and 16S ribosomal
RNA (16S; 387 bp) mtDNA genes, and the prolactin receptor (PRLR; 426 bp), phosducin (PDC;
366 bp), oocyte maturation factor Mos (c-mos; 320bp), and recombination-activating gene 1
(RAG-1; 1068 bp) nuDNA genes (for primer information see Table S2). Amplification reactions
followed manufacturer’s instructions depending on the Taq polymerase used (Phire Hot Start
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DNA PolymeraseTM, Finnzymes; SuperTaq Plus PolymeraseTM, Applied Biosystems), and when
needed, annealing temperatures were adjusted to increase or decrease specificity. Products were
visualized with 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis. PCR products were purified using ExoSAP-IT
(USB Corp.) and bi-directionally sequenced using the BigDye® Teminator v.3.1 Cycle
Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) at the DNASU sequencing facility
(Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ). Sequence data was initially aligned using GENEIOUS v.6
(Biomatters http://www.geneious.com/) and realigned when needed using the MUSCLE v.2.0
(Edgar, 2004) plugin implemented in GENEIOUS. All protein-coding sequences were translated
into amino acids to check for nonsense mutations and alignment errors. We used the default
parameters in GBLOCKS (Castresana 2000) to determine if any portion of our 16S fragment
should be excluded from downstream analysis. Supplementary analyses excluding the 3rd codon
position of ND2 to were used to check for effects of saturation on topology and date estimates.

Phylogenetic analyses

We used a concatenated alignment of all samples and genes (3375bp) to look at phylogenetic
structuring and relationships within Strophurus and its constituent species. We also analyzed
nuDNA and mtDNA alignments separately in order to evaluate gene-tree congruence and to test
for introgression. Finally, we used a reduced alignment of single exemplars of each outgroup and
all major lineages within Strophurus (i.e. the 22 recognized taxa, plus 3 additional divergent
ND2 lineages in the S. mcmillani/robinsoni complex identified by Laver et al. in prep.) in order
to examine timeframes of diversification and trajectory of evolution for key characters (see
below).
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Partitioning strategies and molecular models for all analyses were chosen using
PARTITIONFINDER

v.1.1.1 (Lanfear et al., 2012), which assessed all possible candidate partitions

(including codon positions in the nuDNA loci and ND2) using the Bayesian information criterion
(BIC) (Lanfear et al. 2012). The resulting partitioning scheme(s?) is listed in Table S3. We
analyzed subsets of the data (concatenated, mtDNA-only and nuDNA-only) including all
samples using Bayesian MCMC (MRBAYES v.3.2; Ronquist & Huelsenbeck, 2003) and maximum
likelihood methods (RAXML v.8.1.11; Stamatakis 2006), implemented on the CIPRES Science
Gateway 3.1 for online phylogenetic analysis (http://www.phylo.org/index.php/portal/). We
performed maximum likelihood analyses using the default settings for RAXML using the
GTRGAMMA model of sequence evolution (Stamatakis 2006) and ceasing bootstrapping when
extended majority rule bootstrapping criteria had been reached. Final Bayesian analyses ran for
50 million generations with four independent chains, and sampled every 10,000 generations. We
checked for run stationarity using TRACER v.1.6 (Rambaut et al., 2014), after which a 20% burnin (1,000 trees) was removed, leaving 4,000 trees for posterior analysis.
We performed Bayesian species delimitation using *BEAST (Drummond et al. 2012)
with the optimal partitioning scheme and models mentioned above, but the small number of loci,
short sequence lengths, and relatively large number of terminals prevented convergence of
posterior parameter estimates under the assumption of a relaxed clock. Analyses employing a
strict clock converged, but the resultant species tree was very poorly resolved, with many poorly
supported clades. For this reason, the results and discussion focus on the concatenated
partitioned results.

Network analyses
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For comparison with phylogenetic methods and in order to visualize gene tree (haplotype)
relationships among the ingroup, we constructed networks using SPLITSTREE v.4.12.3 (Huson &
Bryant, 2006) with the Neighbor-net algorithm. Prior to analysis, we used an algorithmic
approach to phase nuDNA alleles using PHASE v2.1.1 (Stephens et al., 2001; Scheet & Stephens,
2006). Three loci (RAG-1, PRLR, ND2) were included in this analysis, while one was excluded
due to patchy sampling (c-mos). We tested for recombination using the ϕ statistic (nuDNA data
only; Huson & Bryant 2006) and found no evidence of it.

Ancestral state estimation and divergence dating

The following trait data were scored for all taxa present in our reduced tree: i) dorsal colour
pattern –inconsistently defined blotches or bands (0), clearly defined fine, longitudinal striping
(1); ii) iris pattern – (when pupil is constricted) fine reticulations (0), boldly contrasting patches
or reticulations (1), solid black (2); iii) iris colouration – (when pupil is constricted) lacking
bright colour patches (0), bright yellow-red, orange, or maroon pigmentation present (1); iv)
caudal colouration – dull (0), containing bright (i.e. yellow, red, or orange) or contrasting
pigmentation that is either exposed (including ornamentation; see below) or hidden (1); v) oral
mucosa colour – predominantly pink (0), yellow/orange (1), purple/blue (2); vi) caudal
ornamentation – lacking (0), including enlarged tubercles (1), or prominent and regular ‘spines’
(spiniform projections more than twice as high as they are wide) (2); vii) caudal glands – absent
(0), present and known to mainly exude (1) or spray (2); and viii) precloacal pores – (only in
males) present (0), absent (1). If traits were multi-state (i.e, one species exhibits two traits),
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ambiguous, or unknown they were coded as such. Maximum body-sizes recorded for all taxa
were taken from published literature and log-transformed for subsequent analyses.
To capture the ecological diversity of Strophurus and their relatives, we used five habitat
categories: 1) ground - largely living terrestrially (not in/on vegetation of any sort); 2)
graminicolous – associated almost exclusively with hummock-grasses; 3) scansorial – utilizing
low cover such as grasses or sedges, but often encountered in exposed vegetal habitat, e.g. trees
or shrubs; 4) arboreal – exclusively utilizing exposed vegetal habitat significantly above ground
level; or 5) saxicoline – associated with rocks.
Trait, body size and habitat data were scored from published literature, photographs
and/or field observations provided by experts (see Supp. Table 4). We emphasize that–as scored–
some of these traits are not necessarily synapomorphies; for instance, bright colouration on the
tail of S. strophurus is concentrated in hidden rings that are only visible in certain postures, while
S. taenicauda has a wide, continuous red/orange stripe running the length of the tail. This scoring
should be viewed as an attempt to visualize overall patterns of trait evolution, not reconstruct
homology.
In order to infer the evolution of phenotypic traits, we simultaneously generated a
chronogram based on published age priors and reconstructed the evolution of phenotypic traits
given this topology in BEAST v.1.8 (Drummond et al., 2012). We set root ages based on
secondary calibrations taken from Oliver & Sanders (2009): two normally distributed age priors
for the ‘core Diplodactylidae’ (mean 35 million years ago [mya]; standard deviation [SD] 6) and
the node joining New Caledonian diplodactylids with Pseudothecadactylus (43 mya; SD 9); and
a very broad, normal, root prior (70 mya; SD 13) associated with the Diplodactyloidea node (i.e.
Pygopodidae + Carphodactylidae + Diplodactylidae). Direct fossil calibration would have been
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more robust, however, the lack of fossil material attributable to the Diplodactyloidea left
secondary calibrations as our only recourse (see Lee et al. 2009; Oliver et al. 2014 for additional
justification). Furthermore, ancestral state reconstructions of characters are dependent on relative,
rather than absolute, branch lengths (e.g. they can be performed with root age arbitrarily set to 1).
Repeating the analysis thusly gave identical ancestral state reconstructions for all key traits.
BEAST

analyses were performed using the reduced alignment comprising a single sample

of each nominal taxon (see above). All analyses employed the root calibration discussed above,
and simultaneously evaluated phenotypic and ecological traits. We present the nuDNA-only
analysis because potential saturation in mtDNA could cause basal branches to be shortened, and
these differences in relative branch lengths might produce differences in ancestral state
reconstruction and divergence dates. Furthermore, comparison of nuDNA-only and mtDNA-only
trees provided some evidence of past introgression (see Results). For the final nuDNA-only
analysis, the three subspecies of S. taenicauda were artificially constrained to form a clade, as
two of these lineages lacked representative nuDNA data.
Final BEAST analyses ran for 50 million generations, sampling every 5,000, with a 20%
burn-in. Stationarity was always reached well before the end of the burn-in. TRACER confirmed
that all runs had converged on similar model parameters (ESS >>200 for all parameters) and ARE
WE THERE YET (AWTY;

Wilgenbusch et al. 2004) confirmed runs had converged on similar

topology. We analyzed the full molecular dataset in concert with discrete and continuous
characters; however, analyses of the molecular data alone gave very similar trees and branch
lengths.
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To check for a correlation between ecology and the estimated trajectory of body size
through time, we reconstructed average SVL for each interior node using the function
phenogram (package phytools, R; Revell 2013) on the resultant BEAST tree.

Ancestral area reconstruction

We performed biogeographical analysis using the R package BIOGEOBEARS (Matzke, 2013,
2014) to reconstruct ancestral areas/biomes. We employed the parametric model DispersalExtinction-Cladogenesis (DEC) both with and without the jump parameter (i.e. DEC vs. DEC+J)
from LAGRANGE (Ree & Smith, 2008). We delimited Australia into three biogeographic areas
being occupied by the core Australian diplodactylids (i.e. excluding the deeply divergent
Pseudothecadactylus and Crenadactylus) following Crisp et al. (2009; specifically arid,
savannah, and sclerophyll) and coded each species accordingly (Table S4). Distantly related
outgroup taxa were coded as N/A. We ran three iterations limiting the maximum number of areas
each node could occupy to 2, 3, or 4, although this had no effect on the resulting reconstruction.
Our analyses utilized a trait-free cladogram based on concatenated nuDNA data generated in
BEAST.

Results

Phylogenetic relationships
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All analyses strongly supported the monophyly of Strophurus, as well as the monophyly of
Australian diplodactylid geckos (excluding Pseudothecadactylus; Fig. S1A-B). However, the
sister group to Strophurus remains ambiguous. Within Strophurus, the majority of our analyses
delimited four major, largely morphologically distinct lineages (Fig. 1a): i) the strophurus-group
(Strophurus assimilis, S. ciliaris [subsp.: nominate and aberrans], S. intermedius, S. krisalys, S.
rankini, S. strophurus, S. spinigerus [subsp.: nominate and inornatus], S. taenicauda [subsp.:
nominate, albiocularis, and triaureus], S. wellingtonae and S. williamsi); ii) the taeniatus-group
(S. horneri, S. jeanae, S. mcmillani, S. robinsoni and S. taeniatus); iii) the elderi-group (S. elderi
and S. michaelsoni); and iv) the wilsoni-group (S. wilsoni only).
The relationships between these four groups tended to be weakly supported and vary
across analyses. The results from the concatenated dataset – which lacked ambiguous and/or
problematic sections of mtDNA (specifically, saturated 3rd-codon positions of ND2 and GBLOCKS
masked regions (stems/loops) within 16S) – is presented as our preferred topology (ML tree; Fig.
1A). The two operational criteria we used (MRBAYES & RAXML) recovered slightly different
topologies, although any contradictions were associated with poor support. Specifically,
Bayesian analyses recovered a clade comprising the elderi- and wilsoni-groups that is sister to
the strophurus-group, and–when combined–are reciprocally monophyletic with the taeniatusgroup (Fig. 1A). Maximum likelihood analyses on the other hand recovered no clear pattern (i.e.
short branches and poorly supported nodes) between the elderi-, wilsoni-, and strophurus-groups,
but did consistently recover reciprocal monophyly of the latter with the taeniatus-group (Fig.
1A). In further analyses, we discovered reduced deep phylogenetic signal associated with 16S
(irrespective of poorly aligned regions). When 16S was excluded, posterior probability support
for the sister-grouping between the elderi- and wilsoni-groups increased from 0.86 (Fig. 1A) to
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0.97 (Fig. S2A), and the likelihood analysis converged on the same topology albeit with weak
support (bootstraps <70; Fig. S2B).
Analyses based on the concatenated nuDNA-only datasets consistently recovered the
same four major Strophurus clades but lacked any support for specific topological relationships
between them (Fig. S2A–B). The RAG1 nuDNA gene network resembles our preferred topology
(Fig. 1B); however, there is evidence of gene-tree discordance in other slowly evolving loci. For
instance, the PRLR network recovers some idiosyncratic patterns (e.g. S. strophurus groups
closely with S. wilsoni) and no clear pattern exists between the four major groups.
A number of species showed evidence of significant intraspecific structure. Samples of
the nominal species, S. ciliaris, fell into two major groups, distributed in eastern and western
Australia (supported by most analyses) that may correlate with the subspecies, S. c. ciliaris and S.
c. aberrans (Fig. 1A). Although distinct, other recognized subspecies (e.g. within the S.
spinigerus and S. taenicauda complexes) were less divergent than those within S. ciliaris (i.e.
ND2 divergence values <10%). There was also some evidence of moderately deep ‘intra-specific’
lineages in particular taxa (e.g. S. elderi and S. intermedius). However, the deepest divergences
not captured by current taxonomy were in the taeniatus-group, particularly the S. mcmillani/S.
robinsoni complex from the topographically complex Kimberley region of northern Australia
(Laver et. al. in prep.).
Finally, a sister relationship between S. strophurus and S. assimilis is well supported in
analyses containing mtDNA (BS-100, PP-1.0), but is not recovered in any analyses of nuclear
data alone (Figs. 1A–B [red stars], S3A–B), and is possibly indicative of mtDNA introgression
between these geographically overlapping taxa.
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Trait evolution, divergence dating and ancestral area reconstruction

Results of dating and ancestral state analyses are summarized in Figs. 2, S4, and S5A–H.
Because the basal relationships reconstructed in our BEAST analyses among the four major clades
of Strophurus are ambiguous, ancestral state reconstruction for some key traits is also ambiguous.
In terms of ecology, a graminicolous ancestry is favoured for Strophurus (88% prob.), and we
recover arboreality in the ‘scanso-arboreal’ strophurus-group to be derived (Fig. 2). Conversely,
the distinctive striped colouration of the two graminicolous lineages (i.e. the taeniatus-/elderigroups) is inferred to be convergent (Fig. S5E). Almost all other traits examined are concentrated
in the strophurus-group, especially bright and contrasting iris or tail coloration, caudal
ornamentation, and precloacal pores (Fig. 2). Several traits show evidence of plasticity; most
notably, caudal ornamentation has evolved multiple times, with subsequent elaboration from
tubercles into spines, and has been lost in at least one instance (i.e. S. rankini; Figs. 2, S5C).
Likewise, bright oral mucosa is variable with at least two transitions between blue/purple and
yellow/orange colouration (Fig. S5B).
Dating analyses indicate that Strophurus diverged from other diplodactylids
approximately 25 mya (Figs. 2, S4; 95% highest posterior density [HPD]: 18–33 mya) with
subsequent diversification of the four major, extant lineages occurring in the Miocene. Our
ancestral area reconstruction recovered the arid biome (i.e. the AAZ) as the source of Strophurus
(Fig. S6), implying multiple, independent shifts into both the savannah and sclerophyll biomes.
Ranges of body size are non-overlapping between the relatively larger ‘scanso-arboreal’
lineages versus the ‘graminicolous’/S. wilsoni lineages, with one exception (S. michaelseni; Fig.
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3). In contrast the two distantly related grammicolous lineages overlap in body size, and include
a number of very small taxa (<60mm).

Discussion

Phylogenetic relationships and species groups

This study represents the first exploration of phylogenetic relationships and evolutionary patterns
of the genus Strophurus including comprehensive sampling of all species and extensive sampling
within lineages. Unlike Melville et al. (2004; and subsequent studies that utilize their data, e.g.
Pyron et al. 2013) but similar to Brown et al. (2012), we confirm the monophyly of Strophurus.
We further demonstrate that it is comprised of four major lineages: i) the scanso-arboreal
strophurus-group (14 taxa); ii) the graminicolous, stocky-bodied elderi-group (2 taxa); iii) the
graminicolous, lithe-bodied taeniatus-group (5 taxa; i.e. the ‘phasmid’ group sensu Laver et al.
in prep.); and iv) the scanso-saxicolous (but stocky-bodied) S. wilsoni. Of these, only the
strophurus-group possesses a sufficient suite of phenotypic synapomorphies to have been
recognized prior to molecular analyses (Russell & Rosenberg, 1981; Greer 1989; Melville et al.
2004). Conversely, other taxa were previously clustered together due to their plesiomorphic
states and a handful of shared characters presumably associated with ecology (e.g. striped colour
pattern and small size; Greer 1989).
The overall pattern of relationships across our preferred topology (Fig. 1A) largely
reflects that of Melville et al. (2004), specifically that the graminicolous phenetic group is nonmonophyletic and that the elderi- and strophurus-groups share a common ancestor. Our findings
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also suggest that S. wilsoni (absent from previous studies) is sister to the elderi-group, and that
the clade comprising these two lineages is sister to the strophurus-group. Although this pattern
of relationships is not consistently recovered in all analyses, the recognition of four distinct
lineages is unequivocal.
Despite the deep divergences among the three major lineages of the taeniatus-group, the
ecology, colour pattern and size (both SVL and slim gestalt; Figs. 1A, 2, 3) shared by all
members of this group are strongly unifying. Within the ecologically similar elderi-group, S.
elderi differs from the taeniatus-group in its spotted colour pattern (inferred to be an alternate
strategy for camouflage in spinifex) and S. michaelseni, while possessing the taeniatus-like
striped pattern, is more robust physically (Fig. 1A). The distribution of S. michaelseni in coastal
south-western Australia lies entirely within that of an endemic, and similarly range-restricted,
spinifex clade of roughly concordant age (Toon et al., 2015), suggesting this area is
evolutionarily and ecologically unique. Furthermore, the stockier build (irrespective of max.
SVL, i.e. Fig. 3) of S. elderi and S. michaelseni (and to some extent, S. wilsoni) is a potential
synapomorphy for this clade.
We recovered a signal of possible mtDNA introgression in two partially sympatric
species (S. assimilis and S. strophurus), a pattern observed in other squamates inhabiting the
recently derived AAZ (e.g. Ctenotus skinks (Rabosky et al., 2009) and Delma pygopods
(Brennan et al. in prep.). Although both mtDNA gene regions support this sister grouping (in
contrast to that recovered from the sampled nuclear genes), the introgression event is inferred to
be historical, as 4 to 9% uncorrected sequence divergence (16S & ND2, respectively) has since
accumulated among these lineages. This phenomenon was not detected in previous studies
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utilizing just mtDNA (e.g. Melville et al. 2004), further reiterating the benefit of multilocus
datasets in reconstructing phylogenetic relationships (Nielsen et al., 2011).

Trait evolution correlates with ecological niche

Our comprehensive sampling of Strophurus indicates that niche differences played a central role
in driving the evolution of a number of unique traits. The elderi- and taeniatus-groups are nonmonophyletic, yet species in both groups exhibit phenotypes (i.e. small body size combined with
longitudinally striped or finely spotted colour patterns; Fig. 1A) that putatively provide
camouflage in Triodia hummock-grass to which these taxa are largely restricted. Reflecting this
similarity in phenotype, several deeply divergent lineages in these two groups have been
overlooked or confused historically (Kluge, 1967; Storr et al., 1990), or currently remain
undescribed (e.g. S. mcmillani A, B, & C, S. robinsoni A & B, etc.; Laver et al. in prep.).
In contrast, taxa in the strophurus-group possess combinations of characters, such as
bright and/or contrasting oral mucosa, eye and tail colouration, and caudal ornamentation, which
may be linked to deimatic (and possibly aposematic) displays. Indeed most species, subspecies,
and a number of putative races in this latter group are delimited using variation in these
characters. Many distinctive forms like the three subspecies of S. taenicauda, exhibit strong,
para- or allopatric geographic structure, are also diagnosed primarily on the basis of eye and tail
colouration, and exhibit deep (>5%) mtDNA genetic structure (Brown et al., 2012). Although the
mtDNA variation is substantial, it is lower than divergence values within the undescribed
taeniatus-group lineages mentioned above (>10%; Laver et al. in prep), and other described
diplodactylid gecko species (Oliver et al., 2009). Thus, the combination of comparatively low
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molecular variation with distinctive morphological differences in strophurus-group lineages is
consistent with the hypothesis that these traits (e.g. caudal ornamentation, and bright mouth and
eye colouration) are under positive selection.
The distinctive colouration of the oral mucosa in Strophurus has been proposed as an
adaptation for defense against diurnal predators (Greer 1989; Melville et al. 2004). We
demonstrate that in addition to the this attribute, other bright colour and scalation characters are
non-randomly concentrated in the monophyletic strophurus-group that utilizes highly exposed
perches during periods of diurnal inactivity (Pianka & Pianka 1976; Ehmann 1980; Peterson &
Metcalf 2005). In contrast, the elderi- and taeniatus-groups are associated with dense cover (e.g.
spinifex) throughout the day and night, and generally lack these conspicuous traits. Notably, of
the two exceptions (i.e. graminicolous taxa that possess brightly coloured oral mucosa), S. jeanae
has been observed utilizing exposed diurnal retreats, in this case the tips of spinifex grass
(Algaba 2007; J. Melville, pers. obs.), and is also recorded to spray exudate (Wilson & Swan,
2008). The accumulation of putative deimatic traits in lineages that regularly use exposed
perches is consistent with the hypothesis that increased exposure to visually oriented predators
has been a key driver of many of the evolutionary novelties exhibited by Strophurus; however,
further ecological studies focused on teasing apart the role that characters such as mouth
colouration play in reinforcing deimatic squamate displays are required (e.g. Whiting et al. 2015).
The diplodactylid radiation holds promise for testing this idea, both due to the variation within
Strophurus as well as the inferred independent derivations of putative defensive traits in two ‘tail
squirting’ lineages (Fig. 2, S5A; Böhme & Sering 1997).
Disentangling the relative roles of crypsis and warning displays in shaping the evolution
of external appearance of taxa within the strophurus-group also remains challenging, and certain
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traits may contribute to both functions (Stankowich et al., 2014; Umbers et al., 2015). For
instance, caudal ornamentation is highly variable, ranging from indistinct irregular tubercles
(possible crypsis) to contrastingly coloured, regularly distributed spines (possible aposematism).
Likewise, contrasting colour patterns on the tail could have disruptive and/or
deimatic/aposematic functions (Niskanen & Mappes, 2005; Stevens & Ruxton, 2012;
Stankowich et al., 2014). Going further – the idea that some colour pattern elements in this group
are aposematic (Pianka & Vitt, 2003) remains to be explicitly tested. Nonetheless, the
concentration of orange, yellow and black colouration, contrasting patterns, and repetitive and
‘unnaturally’ regular shapes in some taxa, is reminiscent of both well-studied (Mappes et al.,
2005; Stevens & Ruxton, 2012) and putative (Niskanen & Mappes, 2005) aposematic signals.
All of these traits are unknown from other Australian diplodactylids that lack caudal glands, and
the pattern-less, bright-red irises of some S. taenicauda populations have few analogues across
squamates (but are present in some amphibians; Glaw & Vences 1997).
Our ancestral state analyses imply that the strophurus-group has regained precloacal
pores (Fig. 2, S5H), although low support precludes a confident rejection of the alternative
pattern of parallel loss in other Strophurus lineages. Precloacal pores are a secondary sexual
character of male (and more rarely female) lizards and their presence is broadly plastic across
diplodactylid lineages (Fig. 2). The processes driving this evolutionary pattern are ambiguous;
for example, the physically larger, scanso-arboreal strophurus-group may require more effective
passive intraspecific communication (Mayerl et al. 2015; although an inverse pattern has been
found in other lizard species; e.g. Baeckens et al. 2015). Although we have no ecological data to
effectively test these ideas presently, the pattern of pore evolution does support the strophurusgroup as phylogenetically–as well as potentially ecologically–differentiated from its congeners.
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Specialization and success in the Australian arid zone

Since the beginning of the Miocene, Australia has transitioned from predominantly mesic to arid,
a process that has played a dominant role in shaping the evolution of much of the Australian
biota (Byrne et al., 2008). Ancestral area analyses indicate that Strophurus has a long history in
the AAZ (~20 million years; Fig. S6A–C), suggesting that this region may be the evolutionary
cradle of the genus. Our findings of Strophurus evolution add to a growing body of data
indicating that many predominantly arid Australian lineages date back well into the Miocene
(Figs. 2, S4; Hugall et al. 2008; Pepper et al. 2011; Oliver et al. 2012; Toon et al. 2015), predating the expansion of the AAZ to its contemporary extent (Byrne et al., 2008). Our findings
also suggest transitions from the arid zone into surrounding sclerophyll and monsoonal biomes
(Toon et al. 2015; Laver et al. in prep.). This pattern runs counter to the traditional model of
Australian radiations transitioning from ancestral mesic habitats into a young, derived arid zone
(Byrne et al., 2008). The accumulation of specializations for utilizing exposed arboreal habitats
has allowed the strophurus-group to occupy a niche not filled by other Australian geckos, and
this may explain the somewhat aberrant evolutionary trajectory of this genus compared to many
other Australian radiations.
The different lineages of Strophurus also display contrasting distributional patterns. The
more speciose strophurus-group is geographically widespread, and some taxa possess large
individual distributions. The less speciose spinifex dwelling elderi- and taeniatus-groups are also
quite widespread (Fig. 1A), however, their intimate association with spinifex is apparent in their
more restricted geographical distributions. In striking contrast, the newly sampled S. wilsoni
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appears to be something of a phylogenetic relict (Grandcolas et al. 2014; Fig. 1A). This poorly
studied taxon appears to be scansorial and closely associated with exceptionally old and stable
rock facies of the northern Gascoyne (S. Wilson, pers. comm.). It does not appear to be adapted
to spinifex, nor does it possess many of the derived colour and morphological traits of the
strophurus-group. Thus, the genus Strophurus is comprised of three variably successful,
relatively derived, and outwardly specialized lineages, and one relictual (and possibly more
generalist) lineage – further emphasizing the fundamental role that specialization has played in
the diversification of this clade (Melville et al., 2004).

Conclusions

Our phylogenetic analyses delineate four eco-morphologically divergent lineages within the
chemically defended Australian gecko genus Strophurus that show differing patterns of
taxonomic diversity. The three less diverse lineages generally lacking putative deimatic colour
elements tend to be associated with spinifex hummock-grasses or rocks, while the fourth lineage
is consistently reported to utilize more exposed diurnal microhabitats on shrubs and trees. Thus,
we suggest that it is this shift in microhabitat use that correlates with an accumulation of bright
and contrasting colour elements, the possession of secondary sexual characters, and an extensive
geographic distribution.
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Figures
Fig. 1 – (A) Phylogenetic relationships of Strophurus species-level relationships with
representative photographs of each species in life (size standardized), as well as maps of the
geographic distributions of the four major clades and a general map indicating the modern extent
of the Australian arid zone. A solid, black circle indicates nodal support values ≥70% for
Maximum Likelihood bootstraps (BS) and ≥0.95 for Bayesian inference posterior probabilities
(PP). A white circle represents PP ≥0.95, but BS <70%. And (B) gene networks for phased
haplotype sequences from two nuDNA markers, RAG-1 and PRLR. Sub-clades are distinguished
by color: yellow, taeniatus-group; brown, wilsoni-group; orange, elderi-group; and green,
strophurus-group. Red stars indicate lineages we interpret as representing possible mitochondrial
introgression (see text).
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Fig. 2 – Time calibrated cladogram illustrating relationships within sampled Pygopodoidea and
colored by ancestral reconstruction of habitat. Bayesian posterior probabilities ≥0.95 subtending
each node are noted with an asterisk. Species-specific character states for all traits for which we
performed ancestral state reconstruction are symbolized by dots. For single-state traits, a black
dot indicates presence; for multi-state traits, dots are either black or white (and in one instance,
blue or orange), representing the character state (see text for details). Inset photos illustrate some
of the scored traits. The top panel displays variation in caudal adornment (left to right: lacking
adornment and either lacking [Strophurus michaelseni] or possessing bright/constrasting
colouration [S. taenicauda]; with adornment [tubercles: S. strophurus; prominent spines: S.
williamsi, S. wellingtonae] and variations of bright/constrasting colour elements), and the bottom
panel variation in iris colour/pattern and oral mucosa colour (L to R: ‘normal’ pink oral mucosa
[Diplodactylus vittatus], iris with fine reticulations and orange oral mucosa (S. jeanae), and blue
oral mucosa with irises that are brightly coloured and with either boldly contrasting patches or
reticulated [S. wellingtonae and S. taenicauda, respectively]). The Strophurus clade is indicated
and the colors below the names of the species indicate the major group to which they belong (see
Fig. 1).
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Fig. 3 – Stochastic character mapping of body size on a time-calibrated BEAST tree
reconstructed using concatenated nuDNA data and colored by major clade (line color; from Fig.

1.95

1) and habitat (coloured square; from Fig. 2).
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Supporting Information
Table S1. Specimen numbers, Tree IDs, museum accession information, collection localities,
and GenBank accession details for all the samples included in our analyses.
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Table S2. List of PCR primer names, original sources and full sequences.
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Table S3. The DNA substitution models and partitioning scheme generated using PartitionFinder.
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Table S4. Character state traits, body size measurements and biome information for all samples
used in the ancestral state and area analyses.
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Fig. S1A–B. Phylogenetic reconstructions of pygopodoid gecko relationships based on the full
dataset (no sites removed) generated using MrBayes (A) and RAxML (B).
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Fig. S2A–B. Phylogenetic reconstructions of pygopodoid gecko relationships based on a reduced
dataset (lacking 16S and the 3rd codons of ND2) generated using MrBayes (A) and RAxML (B).
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Fig. S3A–B. Phylogenetic reconstructions of pygopodoid gecko relationships based on a reduced
dataset (concatenated, partitioned nuDNA-only) generated using MrBayes (A) and RAxML (B).
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Fig. S4. Bayesian species tree and divergence times inferred using BEAST. Nodes are labeled
with posterior probabilities.
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Fig. S5A–H. Ancestral state reconstructions for each trait individually. Node values represent
the set of probabilities for the state subtending that node. There is no ambiguity when only one
valueTail#Apos.#
is present.
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Fig. S6A–C. Ancestral area reconstruction under three priors limiting the maximum number of
areas each node could occupy from 2 to 4 (A–C, respectively). The interior nodes were
reconstructed using the function BioGeoBEARS in R (Matzke 2013). Inset map illustrates the
distribution of the arid (blue), sclerophyll (yellow), and savannah (green) biomes within
Australia (white).
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CHAPTER 2

MAJOR DIVERSIFICATION EVENTS IN AN ANCIENT AFRICAN ANURAN
LINEAGE (BREVICIPITIDAE: BREVICEPS) SHADOW TERTIARY GEOCLIMATIC CHANGE.
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ABSTRACT

Aim We explore how pre-Quaternary geoclimatic phenomena and geographical heterogeneity
influenced sub-continental speciation processes and contemporary biogeographic patterns in
Breviceps.

Location Sub-Saharan Africa, with emphasis on three biodiversity hotspots: the Cape Floristic
(CFR), Maputaland–Pondoland–Albany (MPA) and Succulent Karoo (SKR) regions.

Methods Novel multi-locus sequence data was generated for near complete species-level
sampling and phylogenetic relationships were inferred via Bayesian inference and maximum
likelihood analyses. Network analysis identified locus-specific reticulate relationships within and
among taxa, Bayesian methods inferred dates of divergence among Breviceps lineages, and niche
modeling extrapolated species distributions and identified putative biogeographic barriers.

Results Breviceps is composed of two major, largely geographically discrete sub-clades and
species accumulation has been influenced by major climatic/orogenic events over the last 30
million years (Myr). Diversity is concentrated in two areas with contrasting geologic and
climatic histories: the arid/semi-arid winter rainfall zone in the southwestern Cape, and the semitropical eastern coast that receives predominantly summer rainfall. The species in the former
comprise a clade whose diversity reflects recognized morphological patterns; however, the latter
harbors unexpectedly high levels of cryptic genetic diversity.
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Main conclusions Many recent studies of evolutionary history of sub-Saharan African
diversity have focused on the influence of Quaternary climatic cycles, yet our findings
demonstrate that Miocene and earlier orogenic events (including the formation of the Great
Escarpment), climatic shifts, and to a lesser extent riverine barriers, have strongly influenced
contemporary patterns of biodiversity. The increased aridity and shift of rainfall season of the
southwestern Cape that began in the Miocene isolated previously mesic-adapted forms and
promoted in situ diversification. Topographic complexity and relative geo-climatic stability in
the east has promoted cryptic diversification in allopatry, and this area clearly harbors numerous
undescribed taxa and is in need of detailed biotic investigation with fine-scale sampling designed
to address the potential for widespread microendemism.

Keywords
Tertiary climate change, Great Escarpment, biogeography, phylogenetics, rain frogs, biodiversity
hotspots
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Main Text:
INTRODUCTION
To comprehend the biogeographical patterns we observe today, one must be cognizant of
the evolutionary history and paleo-environments that generated modern biodiversity, especially
as they may differ from those operating at present (Tolley et al., 2008). Furthermore, the
generation and persistence of biogeographic patterns is often region specific. For example, unlike
the Northern Hemisphere, the Southern Hemisphere remained largely unglaciated during the late
Cenozoic, preserving genetic signal that would have otherwise been erased (Hewitt, 2000).
Whereas the Northern Hemisphere became both cold and dry, southern regions became more
arid (van Zinderen Bakker & Mercer, 1986), relegating widespread, mesic floral and faunal
lineages to allopatric, climatically stable refugia, promoting diversification and adaptation to
xeric environments (Matthee & Flemming, 2002; Verboom et al., 2009; Lorenzen et al., 2012;
Barlow et al., 2013). Reconstructing the evolutionary history of Southern Hemisphere organisms,
therefore, presents an ideal system for understanding how contemporary communities were
influenced by pre-Quaternary environmental change.
The effect of global climatic and geologic events is manifest in Africa’s contemporary
geography and floral and faunal assemblages. Since the breakup of southern Gondwana in the
late Jurassic/early Cretaceous, southern Africa (all lands south of the Kunene and Zambezi
rivers) has experienced many orogenic events contributing to contemporary topographical relief.
Geological uplifts at the Oligocene–Miocene and Pliocene–Pleistocene boundaries formed most
modern mountain ranges and the Kalahari depression (Dingle et al., 1983; Birkenhauer, 1991;
Clark et al., 2011). These uplifts also created the Great Escarpment, a marked feature of the subcontinental margin that influences both climate and the distribution and diversification of
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organisms in response to varied climatic conditions (Clark et al., 2011). Along the east coast of
southern Africa, the warm Agulhas current combines with the pronounced inland Great
Escarpment (specifically the Drakensberg Mountains) to create a rain shadow that has
maintained a regional subtropical climate along the eastern slopes (Neumann & Bamford, 2015).
In response, this area has been relatively mesic since the Miocene, while the rest of the
subcontinent underwent a drying trend (Sepulchre et al., 2006). Thus, the eastern slopes of the
Great Escarpment have maintained forest habitat (albeit reduced) that had previously been far
more widespread. During the Miocene, a shift in circumpolar air circulation in the Southern
Ocean combined with the nascent Benguela upwelling system off the south-western African
coast to promote aridification in the adjacent mainland (Fig. 1; Siesser, 1980; McCarthy &
Rubidge, 2005; Neumann & Bamford, 2015). Wind patterns now brought winter moisture to the
south-western Cape, creating discrete rainfall zones with contrasting seasonality (Chase &
Meadows, 2007) (Fig. 1 (a) ii.). Additional Miocene geological uplift increased topo-edaphic
heterogeneity, stimulating floral, and presumably faunal, diversification (Cowling et al., 2009).
Southern Africa’s long history of aridification has generated a largely arid-adapted and endemic
flora and fauna (Brain, 1985; Bauer, 1999). Of the few faunal groups studied in southern Africa,
most are heavily influenced by young (Plio-Pleistocene) processes (Tolley et al., 2008; Lorenzen
et al., 2012; Barlow et al., 2013; Furman et al., 2015); yet Africa is an old landform and modern
lineages vary in evolutionary age. Thus, the study of pre-Quaternary lineages that have persisted
through this dramatic shift in landscape structure and climate can tell us much about biotic
patterns in the region.
Southern Africa boasts remarkable species diversity and endemicity. For example, of the
almost 20,000 plant species, approximately 80% are endemic (Goldblatt, 1978). Much of the
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faunal and floral diversity is contained in three biodiversity hotspots: the Cape Floristic Region
(CFR), Succulent Karoo Region (SKR; which includes Namaqualand), and MaputalandPondoland-Albany (MPA) (Mittermeier et al., 2004) (Fig. 1 (a) ii.). Such hotspots frequently act
as preserves of evolutionary potential (Forest et al., 2007) and have been shown to retain
signatures of cladogenesis and extinction in response to environmental change in a variety of
taxonomic groups (i.e. Vrba’s (1985) turnover pulse hypothesis). Diversification in South
Africa’s dwarf chameleons (Bradypodion), for example, was concentrated in the CFR and MPA
and corresponded to major climatic and geological events from the late Miocene onwards that
promoted shifts from closed (forest) to more open (grassland) habitats (Tolley et al., 2008).
Recent studies on onychophoran velvet worms have recovered similar patterns (Daniels et al.,
2016).
The Brevicipitidae are a model system for studying sub-continental patterns of
diversification. They are widely distributed across eastern and southern sub-Saharan Africa,
spanning multiple biomes and biogeographical barriers. Their ecology, life-history and
morphology (i.e. they are largely nocturnal, fossorial, small-bodied insectivores with poor
dispersal ability and reproduce via direct-development [no free-swimming tadpole stage])
implies limited gene flow, promoting vicariant patterns of speciation. Breviceps is also an
ancient African lineage, having diverged from their sister clade (the East African brevicipitids) in
the early Paleogene (Loader et al., 2014). Species accumulation within the East African radiation
occurred predominantly in the Miocene and is attributed to the long-term persistence of forests
across the Eastern Afromontane Biodiversity Region (EABR; Loader et al. 2014). Unlike these
taxa, rain frogs of the genus Breviceps are not restricted to forest. Although distributed within
both afromontane and coastal forest, they also occur in Fynbos (Mediterranean-like shrub or
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heathland), vegetated dune, savannah, and grassland habitats, where they prefer sandy/loamy,
well-drained soils (Channing, 2001; Minter, 2004; du Preez & Carruthers, 2009). Breviceps
ranges from Angola, eastward through southern Democratic Republic of the Congo to Tanzania
and southward to South Africa (Poynton & Broadley, 1985; Minter, 2004), only absent from true
arid regions of the Namib/Pro-Namib (Namibia) and Nama-Karoo (South Africa), as well as
areas that routinely experience winter frost and low average rainfall (Karoo/Highveld Grassland).
Although a number of recent studies have explored phylogenetic and biogeographic
patterns of the East African brevicipitid radiation (see Loader et al., 2014 and references therein),
as of yet, no published study has incorporated multi-locus molecular data and broad taxonomic
sampling in order to explore patterns among Breviceps. The goal of the present study is to
reconstruct the pattern and timing of Breviceps diversification in order to determine what factors
contribute to patterns of contemporary diversity, distribution, and biogeography in sub-Saharan
African taxa. Using comprehensive genetic data (both nuclear and mitochondrial gene regions)
from near complete Breviceps species-level sampling, we asked: (1) are patterns of cladogenesis
affected by pre-Quaternary geoclimatic change; (2) are major rivers, forest fragmentation and/or
the Great Escarpment promoting geographic or ecological isolation; and (3) is there any evidence
of cryptic speciation within widespread lineages?

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Taxon sampling and laboratory protocol
We obtained tissue samples from 77 individual frogs representing ~14 of the 16 described
species (we do not at this time recognize Breviceps maculatus as a valid taxon) (see Table S1).
Given the difficulty in differentiating between morphologically similar species, topotypic
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material is important for assessing species boundaries and identifying species complexes.
However, for some species this was not presently possible, hence our ambiguity in the number of
species included in our study. Available sequence data from GenBank for two relatively recently
described species (B. branchii, B. fichus) for which we did not have tissue samples were included
in our analyses.
Although the phylogenetic position of Breviceps is well-established (Roelants et al.,
2007; Pyron & Wiens, 2011) within the greater Afrobatrachian radiation (sensu Frost et al.,
2006), to date there are no published studies exploring the monophyly of Breviceps sensu stricto.
Thus, we include complete sampling of brevicipitid genera in order to test the monophyly of this
genus. Species for outgroup comparison included representative species from other members of
Brevicipitidae (e.g. Callulina, Balebreviceps, Probreviceps, & Spaeleophryne), as well as more
distantly related Afrobatrachian and microhylid taxa (see Table S1).
Genomic DNA was isolated from ethanol preserved (95%) liver, skin and/or muscle
tissue samples via salt extraction. We performed double stranded polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) to amplify partial sequences of two mitochondrial (12S and 16S ribosomal subunits) and
three nuclear loci (recombination activating protein 1, RAG1; brain derived neurotrophic factor,
BDNF; and solute carrier family 8 member 3, SLC8A3). PCR primers and amplification
protocols can be found in Table S2. Next, we visualized and purified PCR products via 1.5%
agarose gel electrophoresis and ExoSAP-IT® (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA, USA), respectively.
Sequencing reactions used the BigDye Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied
Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA), which were then sent to the DNASU Sequencing Core
(Arizona State University) for purification and sequencing using an Applied Biosystems 3730XL
automated sequencer.
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Alignment, model selection, and phylogenetic reconstruction
The resulting forward and reverse raw sequence reads were edited, assembled to their
complements, and then aligned using GENEIOUS v.6 (Biomatters http://www.geneious.com) and
realigned when needed using the MUSCLE v.2.0 (Edgar, 2004) plugin implemented in GENEIOUS.
We also checked the amino-acid translation of protein-coding loci to verify an accurate amino
acid reading frame and to check for premature stop codons. Novel sequences have been
submitted to GenBank (Table S1). Published sequence data from GenBank were used for the two
missing species mentioned above, as well as representatives from outgroup taxa for rooting
purposes. Uncorrected mean p sequence divergence values were calculated for both 12S and 16S
(Table S3) using MEGA v.6.0 (Tamura et al., 2013).
An appropriate partitioning strategy and molecular models for Bayesian analyses were
chosen using PARTITIONFINDER v.1.1.1 (Lanfear et al., 2012), which assessed all possible
candidate positions (e.g. codon positions in the nuDNA loci and concatenated 12S/16S) using the
Bayesian information criterion (BIC) (Lanfear et al. 2012). The resulting partitioning scheme is
listed in Table S4.
Datasets (concatenated, mtDNA-only and nuDNA-only) of all samples were analyzed
using Bayesian MCMC (MRBAYES v.3.2; Ronquist & Huelsenbeck, 2003) and maximum
likelihood methods (RAXML v.8.1.11; Stamatakis 2006), implemented on the CIPRES Science
Gateway 3.1 for online phylogenetic analysis (http://www.phylo.org/index.php/portal/).
Maximum likelihood analyses were performed using the default settings for RAXML using the
GTRGAMMA model of sequence evolution (Stamatakis 2006) and ceasing bootstrapping when
extended majority rule bootstrapping criteria had been reached. Final Bayesian analyses ran for
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50 million generations with four independent chains, and sampled every 50,000 generations. We
checked for stationarity using TRACER v.1.6 (Rambaut et al., 2014), after which a 25% burn-in
was removed, leaving 750 trees for posterior analysis.

Network analyses
For comparison with phylogenetic methods and in order to visualize gene tree (haplotype)
relationships among the ingroup, networks for each nDNA locus and combined mtDNA were
constructed using SPLITSTREE v.4.12.3 (Huson & Bryant, 2006) with the Neighbor-net algorithm.
Prior to analysis, we used an algorithmic approach to phase nuDNA alleles using PHASE v2.1.1
(Stephens et al., 2001; Scheet & Stephens, 2006). We ruled out the possibility of intra-locus
recombination using the ϕ statistic (nuDNA only; Huson & Bryant 2006).

Estimating divergence times
Using the lognormal relaxed molecular clock method executed in BEAST v.1.8 (Drummond et al.,
2012), the age of the Breviceps radiation and its constituent lineages was assessed. Analyses
were performed using a concatenated alignment split into two partitions (nuc- vs. mtDNA),
reduced to a single sample of each nominal or putative taxon (including outgroups), and
excluding taxa lacking locus data (i.e. B. fichus, B. branchii, etc.). Secondary calibrations
employed in these analyses followed Loader et al. (2014) which was based on the fossil
calibrated study of Roelants et al. (2007) exploring relationships among Amphibia. Specifically,
we used the following as normally distributed constraints of node ages: MRCA of Arthroleptis,
92.8 (84.5–111.8) Ma; Hemisus, 65.9 (54.1–84.9) Ma; Breviceps, 45.4 (32.9–63.4) Ma; Callulina,
29.6 (19.5–44.5) Ma. Though preferable, direct fossil calibration was impossible due to the lack
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of pre-Quaternary fossil material attributable to Brevicipitidae (although see Matthews et al.,
2015). The BEAST analysis ran for 100 million generations, sampling every 10000, with a 20%
burn-in, under a Yule prior. Stationarity was always reached well before the end of the burn-in.
TRACER confirmed that all runs had converged on similar model parameters (ESS >>200 for all
parameters). In order to visualize the relative timing of diversification with respect to the
accumulation of lineages, a lineage-through time plot was generated using the LTT function in
the R package ‘ape’ (Paradis et al., 2004).

Species distribution modeling
In an attempt to better understand the forces promoting diversification in southern Africa,
we estimated the geographic distributions of species using the program MAXENT v. 3.3.2 (Phillips
et al., 2006) as implemented in the ‘dismo’ and ‘SDMTools’ R packages. Additional locality
data for our target species were obtained from published sources (e.g. Channing & Wahlberg,
2011) or the Virtual Museum (Animal Demography Unit, University of Cape Town;
http://vmus.adu.org.za/). The museum data required some manual filtering and we omitted any
unverified data points (e.g. male nuptial call heard but not recorded). Although anuran
vocalizations are a well used, species-level diagnostic feature, failure to record the call (which
experts can later verify) leaves identification subject to error. Furthermore, as our results indicate
below, the assignment of museum samples of certain widespread species (e.g. B. adspersus, B.
mossambicus) was untenable; therefore, our distribution modeling included only samples for
which museum locality data was relatively unequivocal (i.e. the gibbosus-group exclusive of B.
branchi, a recently described species known only from a single locality) and for which our
results did not suggest the presence of blatantly cryptic species. Models were generated based on
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the 19 bioclimatic data layers available from the Worldclim database (http://www.worldclim.org)
that were re-sampled to the WGS1984 Transverse Mercator projection and cropped to a
geographically relevant window (xlim=10 to 36; ylim=-35 to -14) using the ‘maptools’ R
package. Although spatial autocorrelation among bioclimatic variables may be a significant
problem for fine scale species distribution models, we feel that any negative effect will be
minimal due to the coarse nature of this rough, first pass.
In order to assess the degree of overlap in predicted ecological niche models (ENMs)
among the three taxa, we estimated Schoener’s D (a measure of overlap) using ENMtools
(Warren et al., 2010). We were keen to assess whether closely related taxa differed significantly
with respect to niche (as defined by the 19 bioclimatic variables), so we performed pairwise
identity tests in ENMtools to analyze whether niche models are indistinguishable from each
other. This metric establishes whether two lineages occupy identical niches by comparing
observed values of D with a distribution of randomized pseudoreplicates.

RESULTS
Phylogenetic relationships
The concatenated, aligned in-group dataset totaled 3434 characters (containing 550 parsimonyinformative characters out of 660 variable sites). The optimized ML tree had a log-likelihood
score of –23500.1 and BI produced an optimal tree with a mean likelihood score of –21730.8.
Both reconstructions based on the concatenated dataset produced nearly identical consensus tree
topologies (Fig. S1), and any differences were associated with poor support. Many of the nodes
receiving low support are associated with distal nodes and do not affect our biogeographical
conclusions. Analyses comparing the phylogenetic signal between mitochondrial and nuclear
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loci (as well as among the three nuclear loci) produced largely congruent patterns of relationship
(not illustrated). Where any disagreements occurred, statistical support was low.
We confirm the monophyly of Breviceps, as all material ascribed to the ingroup fell
within this well-supported clade (Fig. 1 (a); posterior probability [pp] 1.0, bootstrap support [bs]
100%). All phylogenetic analyses recovered two well-supported, monophyletic subclades: i) the
mossambicus-group, composed of more northerly-/easterly-distributed species that occur both
above and below the Great Escarpment (GE), and are largely restricted to savannah (Breviceps
mossambicus, B. adspersus, B. poweri, B. cf. sopranus, & B. cf. bagginsi) or montane grassland
(B. fichus); and ii) the gibbosus-group composed of species distributed exclusively in the Cape,
on or below the GE and either restricted to the CFR and SKR hotspots in the southwest Cape (B.
macrops, B. branchi, B. namaquensis, B. acutirostris, B. fuscus, B. gibbosus, B. rosei, & B.
montanus), the MPA hotspot (B. verrucosus) or in isolated patches of afromontane forest in
northeast South Africa (B. sylvestris). Monophyly of these two subclades is well supported by
both BI and ML (pp 1.0, bs > 90%) and average uncorrected mtDNA p-distances ranged from
10-12% (12S and 16S, respectively; see Table S3). Furthermore, there are numerous, groupspecific amino acid differences in both RAG-1 and SLC8A3. Inter-relationships within these
groups are largely topologically congruent between the two optimality criteria, although
statistical support varies and is often only highly supported by BI alone.
Within the mossambicus-group, we also recovered up to 8 genetically distinct lineages –
most of which are represented by single samples – that form a monophyletic clade (e.g. B. sp. 1–
8; Fig. 1 (a)). This grouping (hereafter the pentheri-complex) were previously ascribed to a
subspecies of B. adspersus (i.e. B. a. pentheri), or field-identified as B. adspersus or B.
mossambicus. These lineages are deeply divergent (inter-lineage uncorrected 12S p-distance 2-
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9% [𝑥=6%]) and are broadly distributed in southeastern southern Africa, including the MPA.
This level of divergence is comparable to interspecific distances in the SW Cape species of the
gibbosus-group (hereafter the Cape-complex; inter-lineage uncorrected 12S p-distance 4-11%
[𝑥=6.6%]). Geographic substructure is redolent in some species (e.g. B. verrucosus, B.
namaquensis), including samples from relatively proximate localities (e.g. B. montanus, B.
fuscus).

Network structure
Network analyses based on single nuclear loci (Figs. 1 (b), S2A-B) grossly resemble those
recovered using mtDNA (Fig. S2C), and are largely congruent with results of phylogenetic
analyses based on concatenated data (Fig. 1 (a)), suggesting that there is no pronounced, locusspecific gene tree–species tree discordance.

Divergence times
We date the split separating the two major Breviceps groups to the mid-Oligocene (27.5Mya; 2134 95% CI), although contemporary lineage accumulation occurred gradually throughout the
Miocene (Fig. 1 (c)). The most recent diversification event (1.3Mya) produced the
geographically proximate B. cf. sopranus and B. cf. bagginsi, both of which were fairly recently
described. The slope of the line representing lineage accumulation through time experienced a
steep increase during the Miocene (Fig. 1 (c)), indicative of increased speciation during this
period.

Distribution modeling
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The ecological niche models based on contemporary climatic conditions and the recorded
localities of 9 members of the gibbosus-group are shown in Figures 2 and S3. Certain bioclimatic
variables had disproportional impact on the models (Table S5), suggesting species/speciesgroups and biogeographical regions are being influenced by shared stimuli. For example, the
species predominantly distributed in the winter rain dominated CFR (B. acutirostris, B. gibbosus,
B. montanus, B. rosei) are largely limited by winter precipitation; those in the hot, arid SKR (B.
macrops, B. namaquensis) by annual temperature range, wet season mean temperature, and dry
season total precipitation; and those in the sub-tropical, mesic MPA/east (B. sylvestris, B.
verrucosus) by maximum summer temperatures and both summer and winter total precipitation.
The most influential variable for B. fuscus and B. verrucosus was precipitation during the driest
time of the year (which may not be the same time of year since the Knysna-Amatole ecoregion is
intermediate between the two dominant, season specific rainfall zones; Fig. 2, S3; Table 1).
Niche overlap tests rejected the null hypotheses of most pairwise comparisons
(Schoener’s D values were significantly different from random; Tables 1 and S6 [non-bold
values]). Distinct niche identity varied (as indicated by the heatmap in Table 1). For example, the
ENMs for the allopatric B. sylvestris and B. verrucosus seem to reflect similar niche space (as
seen in Fig. 2), a pattern confirmed by the high, though non-significant (p=0.371), niche overlap
(Schoener’s D =0.420). We recovered similar results when comparing B. macrops with B.
namaquensis, and B. montanus with B. acutirostris and B. rosei, although these comparisons
included partially sympatric species distributions. Other comparisons, however, with particularly
high Schoener’s D values are both significant and can be explained by overlapping distribution.
The most striking result is the consistently low measures of overlap between species living in the
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MPA/east (B. sylvestris, B. verrucosus) and the south Cape (B. fuscus) compared to all remaining
species, suggesting that these areas are ecologically distinct from the CFR/SKR.

DISCUSSION
Our results suggest that Tertiary climate and landscape heterogeneity influenced genetic
structuring within and among Breviceps clades. Perhaps the two most important events that have
sculpted the contemporary distributions of Breviceps species are 1) the uplift of the Great
Escarpment (GE), and 2) the shift in climate that produced the distinct rainfall zones, replaced
widespread forest with Fynbos and Succulent Karoo vegetation, and promoted the expansion of
the savannah biome across much of sub-Saharan Africa. Although not exclusive to this epoch,
changes during the Miocene were important for brevicipitid diversification.

Pre-Quaternary diversification
Similar to the East African brevicipitids, the origins of contemporary diversity of rain frogs in
the genus Breviceps appear to be old, and lineage accumulation occurred predominantly in the
Miocene (Loader et al., 2014). Although the estimated divergence dates are based on secondary
calibrations (implied from more distantly related fossil calibrations; Roelants et al., 2007), the
dates of divergence events broadly conform to geological and climatic events that sculpted
Africa’s modern geography. The major split producing the gibbosus- and mossambicus-groups
occurred between the late Eocene to early Miocene (21-34 95% CI), coincident with renewed
orogenic uplift affecting the GE (i.e. early Miocene sensu King, 1978), which presumably
isolated the common ancestor of the two groups. Even if this cladogenic event occurred earlier
and under different stimuli, the dramatic uplift (up to 1000m) almost certainly reinforced
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geographic separation. Furthermore, global cooling trends led to the fragmentation of panAfrican forest and promoted the emergence of savannah and grassland (Zachos et al., 2001;
Couvreur et al., 2008). Fossil and pollen records suggest widespread expansion of the these
habitats (coinciding with the shift from C3 to C4 grasses) in the Miocene through the PlioPleistocene (Jacobs, 2004; Sepulchre et al., 2006). Gradual species accumulation throughout the
Miocene within the largely savannah dwelling mossambicus-group tracks the expansion of this
biome.
A period of uplift in the early Miocene, gradual climatic deterioration (Zachos et al 2001),
the onset of the Benguela upwelling system and concomitant switch to winter-dominant rainfall
in the southwest Cape (Siesser 1980), produced significant changes in the resident flora and
fauna. The unique biotic composition of the Cape (e.g. Cape Floristic Province) effectively
delimits the area affected by these climatic and orogenic changes (Matthee & Flemming, 2002;
Daniels et al., 2006, 2009; Tolley et al., 2006, 2010), suggestive of reciprocally influenced
biogeographic histories. In all likelihood, suitable rain frog habitat could have been much more
widespread previously, however, contemporary distribution is restricted to specific habitat types
(i.e. Fynbos), suggesting a specific suite of shared bioclimatic requirements. For example, the
mesic adapted Breviceps living in the southwest Cape (i.e. excluding B. namaquensis and its
allies) are largely restricted to the Fynbos Biome (including both the winter and aseasonal
rainfall zones; Fig. 1 (a) ii.). In the southeast, B. verrucosus and B. sylvestris are found
predominantly in regions that receive substantial summer rainfall and have a moderate climate,
which includes – but is not exclusive to – Afromontane and Coastal Forest Biomes. The
transition zone, the Bedford Gap (Albany Thicket Biome), represents a distinct intersection
between dramatically different climatic zones and acts as a barrier to northeast-southwest
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dispersal within this group (Fig. 2, Table 1; additionally, see SI). This pattern is mirrored in other
similarly distributed taxa (e.g. velvet worms [Daniels et al., 2009] and chameleons [Tolley et al.,
2006], which share some ecological constraints with rain frogs). Future work exploring
phylogeographic patterns within B. a. pentheri, whose distribution spans the Bedford Gap (see
du Preez & Carruthers, 2009), could clarify whether this pattern is specific to the gibbosus-group.
The split between B. namaquensis, B. macrops and B. branchi from the rest of the SW
Cape species (e.g. B. gibbosus, B. montanus, etc.) occurred in the mid- to late-Miocene, which
broadly corresponds to the regional climate shift in the SW Cape that promoted advanced aridity
and generated the winter rainfall zone. This shift restricted the previously widespread subtropical
forest to disjunct, relictual patches along the southern slopes of the Cape Fold mountains (e.g.
Knysna-Amatole ecoregion, habitat of B. fuscus) and replaced it with the dominant,
contemporary Fynbos and Succulent Karoo Biomes (Cowling et al., 2009; Neumann & Bamford,
2015). The SKR, or more specifically Namaqualand, receives limited rainfall but benefits from
inland-penetrating, coastal fog (Olivier, 2002). This input of moisture has likely been crucial in
maintaining populations of Breviceps (as well as many of the other arid-adapted flora and fauna),
and this novel, open habitat (vegetated sandveld) generated the most morphologically divergent
forms (e.g. B. macrops, B. namaquensis).

Are rivers biogeographic barriers in southeastern Africa?
The Zambezi and other major rivers (e.g. Limpopo) have been draining the central African
plateau since the Mesozoic (Moore et al., 2009), with little modification in their courses. We
suggest that this stability has promoted biogeographic separation in small species with limited
trans-riverine dispersal capabilities. For example, Bartáková et al. (2013) found that rivers were
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strong dispersal barriers in annual killifishes distributed throughout the savannahs of southern
Mozambique. Within Breviceps, the Zambezi River appears to be the southern limit of B. poweri,
and potentially B. mossambicus sensu stricto as all samples collected south of Zambezi form a
distinct lineage that diverged >15Mya (Fig. 1, i.e. the pentheri-complex). The reciprocal ENM
prediction of suitable habitat for both B. verrucosus and B. sylvestris on either side of the
Olifants River (Fig. 2, Table 1) indicates that the river (or the deeply incised canyon through
which it passes) is preventing dispersal and gene flow between these two ecologically similar
and geographically proximate species. This river has received little attention in the literature (e.g.
Jacobsen et al., 2014; Stanley & Bates, 2014) but is likely affecting diversification in terrestrial
biota.

Evolutionary and taxonomic implications
We confirm Channing’s (2001) prognostication that many undescribed forms exist within
Breviceps, a result that mirrors previous findings suggesting that our knowledge of African
amphibian diversity is still a work in progress (Tolley et al., 2010; Channing et al., 2013; Loader
et al., 2014; Bittencourt-Silva et al., 2016). Two of the three most recently described Breviceps
species (B. bagginsi & B. sopranus) are found in southeastern Africa (largely contained within
the MPA), which may also harbor up to 8 additional, deeply-divergent, undescribed forms (Fig. 1
(a); B. sp. 1-8) – a remarkable result considering our fairly sparse sampling. These ‘cryptic’
lineages are concentrated in an area that is 1) renowned for high herpetofaunal diversity
(Channing et al., 2013; Jacobsen et al., 2014; Stanley & Bates, 2014; Travers et al., 2014) but 2)
identified as an region that will experience rapid amphibian decline due to habitat loss (Stuart et
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al., 2004), thus immediate conservation action is needed to preserve this distinct evolutionary
radiation.
Nearly 100 years have passed since the last major monograph addressing the genus
Breviceps (Power, 1926) and our results demonstrate the necessity of a revision. There remains
the very real possibility that the samples we have diagnosed as representing Breviceps bagginsi,
B. sopranus, and possibly even B. adspersus, are actually B. incertae sedis. Although our
phylogenetic results clearly indicate significant cryptic diversity in certain lineages, the lack of
topotypic material limits our ability to make explicit taxonomic (and in some cases,
biogeographic) conclusions. Work is underway to revisit the type localities of these species to
collect additional corroborative material, as well as to collect traditional systematic data (e.g.
nuptial call and morphological data) required for formal species description. Furthermore, it is
possible that even more undescribed/cryptic forms are awaiting discovery in the MPA and
surrounding areas (e.g. north-eastern South Africa, southern Mozambique). This area harbors
numerous species of range-restricted, forest dwelling taxa, such as Bradypodion chameleons
(Tolley et al., 2004, 2006), as well as undescribed species of direct-developing Arthroleptis frogs
(Tolley et al., unpub.).
Of the few published studies of Breviceps utilizing molecular data, one finding is more or
less confirmed by the present work. Engelbrecht & Mulder (2000) found sufficient allozyme
differences between B. adspersus adspersus (although not topotypic) and B. a. pentheri to justify
maintaining each as a distinct subspecies. However, the lack of comparative, closely related
material limited their findings. Our data strongly support not only the distinctiveness of these
taxa but also their paraphyly, with the caveat that our findings are based on non-topotypic
material for the nominate taxon. Breviceps a. pentheri is distinguished from B. a. adspersus
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based on nuptial call characterstics (1-2 whistled pulses per call vs. 3+, respectively) and
allopatry. Combined, we feel that these differences are sufficient to elevate this taxon to full
species status and thus informally make that recommendation.
Many Breviceps species could be classified as narrow-range endemics (Tolley et al.,
2010). They are isolated to specific regions/habitat types and have limited dispersal ability. For
example, B. montanus is restricted to the Fynbos Biome/CFR, but appears to prefer tops of
mountains (Minter, 2004), as opposed to mountain slopes (B. gibbosus) or the surrounding Cape
flats (B. rosei), and we recovered appreciable genetic distance between the three, relatively
geographically close, sampling localities (>3%; Table S3). McDonald & Daniels (2012)
recovered a similar pattern in two clades of the similarly distributed onychophoran, Peripatopsis
capensis, which were subsequently elevated to full species (McDonald et al., 2012). As our
sampling for this and most other taxa was limited, we expect future phylogeographic studies to
reveal additional substructure in this geographically complex area.

CONCLUSIONS
While recent studies of evolutionary history of sub-Saharan diversity have focused on the
influence of Quaternary climatic cycles, our findings demonstrate that Miocene and earlier
orogenic events (including the formation of the Great Escarpment), climatic shifts, and to a lesser
extent riverine barriers, have strongly influenced contemporary patterns of biodiversity. Hence,
southern Africa might be both a ‘cradle’ and a ‘museum’ of biodiversity (Tolley et al., 2008).
The increased aridity and shift of rainfall season of the southwestern Cape that began in the
Miocene isolated previously mesic-adapted forms and promoted in situ diversification, creating
the unique CFR and SKR biodiversity hotspots. Topographic complexity and relative geo-
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climatic stability in the east (MPA) has promoted cryptic diversification in allopatry, and this
area clearly harbors numerous undescribed taxa and is in need of detailed biotic investigation
with fine-scale sampling designed to address the potential for widespread microendemism.
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TABLES
Table 1. Pairwise Schoener’s D values (below the diagonal; and their associated p-values above)
from Niche Identity Tests performed in MAXENT using the ‘phyloclim’ package in R. Cells with
warmer colors indicate the highest values, and values are in bold when the measured overlap
falls within the distribution of pseudoreplicates.
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FIGURES
Figure 1. (a) Phylogenetic relationships of Breviceps species-level relationships with
representative photographs of each species in life (not size standardized), as well as maps of the
geographic distributions of the two major groups (i. the mossambicus-group; ii. the gibbosusgroup), and a general map indicating the extent of the three biodiversity hotspots of interest (i.e.
the Cape Floristic Region, CFR; the Succulent Karoo Region, SKR; and Maputa-PondolandAlbany, MPA). Colored shapes following the taxa names relate to approximate geographic
sampling localities indicated on the associated maps. Within the tree, a solid, black circle
indicates nodal support values ≥70% for Maximum Likelihood bootstraps (BS) and ≥0.95 for
Bayesian inference posterior probabilities (PP), whereas a grey circle represents PP ≥0.95, but
BS <70%. Potentially biogeographically relevant properties are indicated, including rivers,
rainfall zones (winter [WRZ], summer [SRZ], and aseasonal [ARZ]), and ocean currents (see
main text for details). (b) A gene network of phased RAG1 haplotype sequences. (c) Timecalibrated ultrametric tree of Breviceps lineages based on concatenated, partitioned nuclear data,
with support and 95% confidence intervals (blue bars) indicated at each node. Asterisks indicate
high PP support. The lineage-through time plot (red line) was generated using the LTT function
in the R package ‘ape’.
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Figure 2. Map of the distribution of the gibbosus-group within southern Africa, overlaid with
each species’ niche model, as well as pertinent biogeographic features mentioned in the main
text. Diamonds indicate museum and/or collection localities used to generate each model.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Table S1. Tree IDs (see Fig. 1), tissue IDs, collection localities with approximate GPS
coordinates, and GenBank accession details for all the samples included in our analyses.
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Table S2. List of PCR primer names, full sequences, and cycling conditions used in this study.
All primers were generated de novo.
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Table S3. Pairwise 12S/16S sequence differences averaged over all sequence pairs between
groups/taxa conducted in MEGA.
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Table S4. The DNA substitution models and partitioning scheme generated using
PARTITIONFINDER.
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Table S5. Percent contribution of the 19 bioclimatic variables in generating the species-specific
niche model in MAXENT.
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Table S6. Raw values from each of the 100 pseudoreplicates and summary statistics generated
for the Niche Identity Tests in MAXENT.
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Fig. S1A–B. Phylogenetic reconstructions of brevicipitid frog relationships generated using
MRBAYES

(A) and RAXML (B) and based on the concatenated, partitioned dataset.
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SLC8A3 and BDNF, and concatenated (unphased) mtDNA (12S/16S).
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Fig. S3A–I. Individual niche model output from MAXENT for each species within the gibbosusgroup (sans Breviceps branchi).

Fig. S3A–I: Breviceps ENMs
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CHAPTER 3

PHYLOGEOGRAPHY OF TWO WIDELY DISTRIBUTED SQUAMATE
SISTER-SPECIES (AGAMA ATRA AND A. ANCHIETAE) REVEALS
INCONGRUENT EVOLUTIONARY PATTERNS.
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Abstract
Potential biogeographic barriers sculpt population dynamics of species with large geographic
distributions, particularly those with strict ecological requirements. When analyzed at fine scales,
it is often discovered that such species are instead complexes of cryptic species. Two rupicolous
lizard species, the Southern Rock Agama complex (Agama atra & A. knobeli) and Anchieta’s
Agama (A. anchietae), are widely distributed (mostly allopatrically) across much of southern
Africa. Using expanded geographic sampling, as well as both multi-locus molecular and
morphological data, we asked: (1) what factors are important in shaping contemporary
population distributional limits among and within A. atra/knobeli and A. anchietae; (2) will
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increased sampling and additional data sources corroborate or contradict previous findings that A.
atra is composed of three, species-level clades of vicariant origin; and (3) will morphometric
analysis reflect morphological differentiation suggestive of speciation? Within the atra-complex,
we found that increased sampling both identified additional mtDNA clades and better defined the
boundaries of those previously identified, and that adaptation to local climatic conditions
combined with ecologically specific dispersal barriers is preventing maternal gene flow.
Furthermore, lack of nuclear DNA variation and morphological differentiation fail to support
recognition of A. knobeli as a distinct species. In contrast, all data sources indicate – to varying
degrees – unrecognized diversity within A. anchietae. We conclude by discussing possibilities
for this incongruence and a potentially novel biogeographic barrier within Namibia.

Keywords
Biogeography, southern Africa, Great Escarpment, niche modeling, squamate, phylogenetics

Introduction
Geo-climatic events are major drivers of terrestrial lineage diversification (Hughes & Eastwood,
2006; Engelbrecht et al., 2013). The southern African subcontinent (Africa south of the Zambezi
and Cunene Rivers) possesses a complex geological and climatic history. The highly
heterogeneous topographic relief, climate, and vegetation – products of significant Cenozoic
climatic and geomorphic changes (van Zinderen Bakker & Mercer, 1986; Coetzee, 1993;
Cowling et al., 2009; Neumann & Bamford, 2015) – have generated a highly unique flora and
fauna. South Africa’s 270+ species of lizards (>50% endemic), for example, is Earth’s third
richest lacertilian fauna (Tolley et al., 2008). Miocene and Plio-/Pleistocene events, in particular,
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are often cited as important in the genesis of Africa’s diverse habitats and biomes, which in turn
have promoted vicariant patterns of speciation and cladogenesis (Smit et al., 2007; Lorenzen et
al., 2012). As the northern hemisphere experienced widespread glaciation, African climates
generally became cooler and more arid (de Menocal 1995; Zachos et al. 2001; Ravelo et al.
2004) relegating previously widespread lineages into isolated refugia, limiting gene flow and
promoting speciation. However, it has been noted that some regions with elevated topographic
complexity and limited influence from Plio-Pleistocene glacial cycles may maintain coherent
genetic signal that has since been erased elsewhere by widespread glaciation (Douglas et al.,
2006; Oliver et al., 2013). Studying organisms distributed across such regions is advantageous
when trying to trace the influence of localized geo-climatic phenomena on regional biotas
(Douglas et al 2006) without the confounding effects of glacial oscillations.
Habitat specialization can have a profound effect on genetic sub-structuring, and this is
repeatedly seen in rupicolous/saxicoline fauna (those that live on, or in some way utilize, rocky
habitats) living in southern Africa (Bauer, 1999; Smit et al., 2010; Portik et al., 2011). In general,
southern Africa’s rocky habitat is highly fragmentary, composed of rocky outcrops (i.e. koppies)
punctuating vast plains (Moon & Dardis, 1988) – although the plains need not be vast to have a
profound impact. For example, many previous studies identified the Knersvlakte – a relatively
narrow but highly unique quartz plain in western South Africa – as a significant barrier to
dispersal/gene flow of rupicolous vertebrates (Branch et al., 1995; Matthee & Robinson, 1996;
Lamb & Bauer, 2000; Smit et al., 2007; Daniels et al., 2010; Portik et al., 2011). The
Knersvlakte is geologically old (~18Myr; Moon & Dardis, 1988), but its biogeographic influence
has been observed in taxa of varying age.
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We aim to explore how geology, geography and climate affect the distribution of
organisms in arid regions of southern Africa using phylogeography (the study of processes
governing fine-scale geographic distribution of genealogical lineages; Avise, 2000).
Phylogeography is useful for understanding how abiotic factors (e.g. climate, geology) have
sculpted the contemporary distribution of populations and, to some degree, what influences
diversification. Previous phylogeographic work on the southern rock agama complex (Agama
atra atra & A. a. knobeli) suggested that a rupicolous ecology is driving the structure of genetic
populations, identifying the Knersvlakte plain, Orange River, and “the distribution of mountains
and rocky outcrops in the region” as phylogeographically important, albeit with fairly limited
sampling (Matthee & Flemming, 2002). More recently, Swart et al. (2009) tested
phylogeographic hypotheses within a geographically limited subset of the complex’s distribution,
the Cape Fold Region (CFR), also revealing significant genetic structure. The widespread
distribution of the A. atra complex (Fig. 1, white circles) is amenable to phylogeographic study
as it spans many known and hypothesized biotic barriers, yet these previous studies have been
hindered by limited geographic scope and/or data sources (e.g. using only mitochondrial [mt]
DNA). Are these differences suggestive of species level differences, and should we – as some
would suggest – recognize A. atra knobeli as a distinct species?
As was noted previously (see Portik et al., 2010), much of the literature focused on
phylogeographic patterns in southern Africa are centered on taxa distributed in South Africa,
particularly the southwest Cape/Cape Floristic Region – a well-recognized area of endemism and
a biodiversity hotspot (Mittermeier et al., 2004; Tolley et al., 2009). In contrast, relatively little is
known of species distributed further north, and studies of widespread Namibian taxa are scant
(Smit et al., 2010; Portik et al., 2011). The sister taxon to the atra-complex, A. anchietae, is
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broadly distributed from southwestern South Africa north to southwestern Angola (similar to the
distribution of Trachylepis sulcata [Portik et al. 2010]), and is partially sympatric with A. atra
(Fig. 1, black squares). It too is rupicolous, although possibly less restricted to large koppies than
A. atra (particularly when in sympatry; SVN pers. obs.). The distribution crosses two major
rivers (the Orange and Kunene), both of which are putative barriers to gene flow in some
terrestrial vertebrates (Bauer, 1999; Matthee & Flemming, 2002; Conradie et al., 2012; although
see Portik et al. 2011), as well as vast stretches of Namibia – which has received little
phylogeographic attention.
Using a combination of fine-scale sampling, mt and nuclear DNA sequence data, climate,
and morphometrics, we examine comparative phylogeographic patterns among the A. atra
complex and A. anchietae. We employ phylogenetic and network analyses, morphometric
principle components analyses, and population-level niche modeling to address the questions: (1)
what factors – e.g. climatic, morphological, biogeographic – are important in shaping
contemporary population distributional limits among and within A. atra and A. anchietae; (2)
will increased sampling and additional data sources corroborate or contradict previous findings
(Matthee & Flemming 2002) that A. atra is composed of three, species-level clades of vicariant
origin; and (3) will morphometric analysis reflect morphological differentiation suggestive of
speciation?

Materials and Methods
Sampling, data collection & alignment
For genetic analysis, we obtained 111 samples (84 A. atra complex, hereafter just A. atra; 27 A.
anchietae), as well as additional outgroup samples for rooting purposes (see Table S1), from
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throughout the ranges of both taxa. Additional, previously reported 16S sequences were obtained
from Genbank to compare with our data and to further expand our sampling breadth (Matthee &
Flemming, 2002). Previous work has confidently established the sister relationship between our
focal taxa within the larger pan-African Agama radiation (Matthee & Flemming, 2002; Leaché et
al., 2014). Topotypic samples were included for both taxa (including A. atra knobeli). Genomic
DNA was extracted from EtOH preserved liver or muscle tissue using a standard salt extraction
protocol. We performed double stranded polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to amplify partial
sequences of two mitochondrial (NADH dehydrogenase subunit 4, ND4, and 16S ribosomal
RNA) and three nuclear loci (recombination activating protein 1, RAG1, basic helix-loop-helix
domain-containing protein KIAA2018, KIAA-2018, and neurotrophin-3, NT3). A short,
anonymous nuclear locus was also used (ANL11), developed following Noonan & Yoder
(Noonan & Yoder, 2009). PCR primers can be found in Table S2. PCR products were visualized
and purified via 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis and ExoSAP-IT® (Affymetrix, Santa Clara,
CA, USA), respectively. Sequencing reactions used the BigDye Terminator v3.1 Cycle
Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA), which were then sent to either (1)
Macrogen Korea or (2) the DNASU Sequencing Core (Arizona State University) for purification
and sequencing using Applied Biosystems automated sequencers.
The resulting forward and reverse raw sequence reads were edited, assembled to their
complements, and then aligned using GENEIOUS v.6 (Biomatters http://www.geneious.com) and
realigned when needed using the MUSCLE v.2.0 (Edgar, 2004) plugin implemented in GENEIOUS.
The amino-acid translation of protein-coding loci was checked to verify an accurate amino acid
reading frame and to check for premature stop codons. Novel sequences have been deposited to
GenBank (Table S1). Published sequence data from GenBank were used for the two missing
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species mentioned above, as well as representatives from outgroup taxa for rooting purposes.
Uncorrected mean p sequence divergence values were calculated for both ND4 and 16S (Table
S3) using MEGA v.6.0 (Tamura et al., 2013).

Network analyses
In order to visualize gene tree (haplotype) relationships among the ingroup, networks for
each mitochondrial and nuclear DNA locus were constructed using the median-joining method
(Bandelt et al., 1999) implemented in NETWORK v.4.6 (fluxus-engineering.com) as well as
SPLITSTREE

v.4.12.3 (Huson & Bryant, 2006) with the Neighbor-net algorithm. Equal weighting

was given for each nucleotide substitution, and the default zero epsilon parameter value was used.
Prior to analysis, nucDNA alleles were phased using an algorithmic approach, PHASE v2.1.1
(Stephens et al., 2001; Scheet & Stephens, 2006) in DNASP v5 (Librado & Rozas, 2009).

Phylogenetic reconstruction
For comparison with network methods, datasets (all data concatenated, mtDNA-only, and
nuDNA-only) of all samples were analyzed using Bayesian MCMC (MRBAYES v.3.2; Ronquist &
Huelsenbeck, 2003) implemented on the CIPRES Science Gateway 3.1 for online phylogenetic
analysis (http://www.phylo.org/index.php/portal/). Datasets were partitioned by locus, and all
partitions given the GTRig substitution model. Analyses ran for 100 million generations with
four independent chains, and sampled every 100,000 generations. Run stationarity after removal
of a 25% burn-in was verified using TRACER v.1.6 (Rambaut et al., 2014), leaving 750 trees for
posterior analysis.
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Morphological analysis
Additional male museum voucher specimens (115 A. atra-complex, 53 A. anchietae)
were examined for a suite of morphological measures. Due to issues with formalin fixation, these
specimens were not analyzed genetically, but were binned a priori into groups based on the
relationship between their collection locality and the geographic distribution of the discrete
mitochondrial populations (below). Vouchers collected near areas of sym-/parapatry between
populations were ignored in an attempt to minimize error. Measurements were taken with digital
calipers to the nearest 0.01mm and – when necessary – under a stereomicroscope. All bilateral
characters were measured on the voucher’s right side.
Morphological characters measured were as follows:
Mensural – (1) snout-vent length (SVL), from tip of snout to cloaca; (2) head length (HL),
from tip of snout to angle of jaw; (3) head width (HW), maximum head width at the angle of
jaw; (4) head height (HH), maximum head height at angle of jaw; (5) snout–eye length (SEL),
from tip of snout to anterior margin; (6) eye–ear length (EEL), from posterior margin of the eye
to anterior margin of ear; (7) snout–arm length (SAL), from tip of snout to anterior insertion of
forelimb; (8) eye length diameter (EYE), maximum horizontal eye diameter; (9) ear length
(EAR), maximum horizontal ear diameter; (10) axilla–groin distance (AGD), maximum distance
between armpit to lateral groin when both arm and leg are pressed against the body, while
maintaining a straight spine; (11) humerus length (HML), measured on the ventral surface from
the insertion at that axillar joint to mid elbow; (12) radius-ulna length (RUL), measured on the
dorsal surface from mid elbow joint to wrist, with hand ventrally flexed; (13) femur length (FL),
measured on the ventral surface from insertion at pelvic joint to mid knee; (14) tibia-fibula
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length (TFL), measured on the dorsal surface from mid knee joint to ankle, with foot dorsally
extended; (15) length of 4th toe (LTL), excluding the claw.
Meristic – (16) scale rows at midbody (MSR), counted transversely at mid-point between
fore and hind limbs; (17) supralabials (SL); (18) infralabials (IL); (19) scales along the canthus
rostralis (CR); (20) subdigital lamellae of 4th finger (SDF); (21) subdigital lamellae of 4th toe
(SDT).
All mensural measurements were regressed against SVL then all values were log10transformed (Table S4). Principal component analysis of the resultant data/ratios was performed
using the program PAST v. 2.12 (Hammer et al., 2001) in order to determine overall
morphological variation between samples binned into each population (i.e. 16S mtDNA cluster).
To see if there was any independent morphological signal, a cluster analysis was also performed
(paired group; Euclidian, 1000 bootstraps) on un-binned samples.

‘Species’ distribution modeling
In an attempt to better understand the forces promoting diversification in southern Africa,
the geographic distributions of each mito-population were estimated using the program MAXENT
v. 3.3.2 (Phillips et al., 2006) as implemented in the ‘dismo’ and ‘SDMTools’ R packages. As we
were interested in modeling each ‘population’ as opposed to each species/complex, samples used
to train the models were only those for which we had collected molecular data. Models were
generated based on the 19 bioclimatic data layers available from the Worldclim database
(http://www.worldclim.org) that were re-sampled to the WGS1984 Transverse Mercator
projection and cropped to a geographically relevant window (xlim=10 to 36; ylim=-35 to -14)
using the ‘maptools’ R package. Although spatial autocorrelation among bioclimatic variables
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may be a significant problem for fine scale species distribution models, we feel that any negative
effect will be minimal due to the coarse nature of this rough, first pass.
In order to assess the degree of overlap in predicted ecological niche models (ENMs) among the
resultant models (within species/complex only), Schoener’s D (a measure of overlap) was
estimated using ENMtools (Warren et al., 2010). We were keen to assess whether populations
differed significantly with respect to niche (as defined by the 19 bioclimatic variables), so
pairwise identity tests were performed in ENMtools to analyze whether niche models are
indistinguishable from each other. This metric establishes whether two lineages occupy identical
niches by comparing observed values of D with a distribution of randomized pseudoreplicates.

Results
mtDNA
A 449bp portion of 16S and a 701bp portion of ND4 mtDNA genes were examined in our
167 ingroup samples. The number of polymorphic sites and haplotypes (and associated statistics)
are included in Table 1.
The median joining networks for each mtDNA locus recovered numerous clusters
(‘populations’) that were geographically discrete and largely congruent (Fig. 2). For the 16S
network, eight clusters were recovered (five within the A. atra complex, three for A. anchietae):
atra1 (blue; north central South Africa [ZA]), atra2 (red; northwestern ZA, southeastern
Namibia [NA]), atra3 (yellow; southwestern NA), atra4 (green; western ZA), atra5 (white;
widespread across southern/eastern ZA), anch1 (orange; southwestern Angola, northern NA),
anch2 (turquoise; central NA), and anch3 (purple; southeastern NA, west central ZA). For ND4,
however, the individuals from atra1 had more haplotypic diversity, and the cluster of haplotypes
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representing atra2 is embedded within atra1. Also the pattern of relationship between anch2 and
anch3 differ with respect to which is closer to anch1. The neighbor-net splitstree networks
largely resemble the median joining networks, but reiterate the uncertainty in groupings on
individuals in the atra1 and atra2 clusters, via wide branches (16S; Fig. 3a) or long, thin
branches (ND4; Fig. 3b).
The concatenated mtDNA gene tree generated using Bayesian methods recovered seven
major lineages (not illustrated). Samples from the 16S cluster atra1 formed a clade that was nonmonophyletic with respect to those from atra2, suggesting the phylogenetic signal might be more
heavily influenced by ND4. Also, support for sister lineage relationships within A. atra was low.
This result mirrors the star-shaped pattern of the SPLITSTREE gene networks. Three wellsupported clades were recovered within A. anchietae, including the sister relationship between
anch2 and anch3.

nucDNA
NucDNA haplotypic diversity varied substantially (Table 1) and the median joining
networks recovered largely discordant patterns compared to those from mtDNA (Fig. 2) and little
meaningful structure was observed. Haplotype sharing was marker specific, observed only
within KIAA2018 and ANL11. Within the A. anchietae clusters, the only haplotype sharing was
between anch2 and anch3, whereas haplotypes were shared across all (ANL11) or most
(KIAA2018) A. atra clusters. No haplotype sharing occurred between A. atra and A. anchietae,
and there was for the most part a clear distinction between taxon-specific clusters.
The concatenated nucDNA Bayesian phylogenetic analysis recovered a tree best
described as a three-taxon statement (Fig. S1). No meaningful structure whatsoever was
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recovered within the polytomous A. atra, but was well supported as the sister to A. anchietae (1.0
posterior probability [pp]). Within the latter, two clades were recovered with contrasting support.
Samples representing anch2+anch3 formed a well-supported lineage (0.99 pp), yet the support
subtending the monophyletic anch1 lineage was lower (0.89 pp; but borderline significant by
association). When these data were combined with mtDNA (all data concatenated, partitioned by
locus; Fig. 4), the resultant tree strongly resembled that of the mtDNA-only analysis (indicating a
swamped signal), but recovered higher support between previously poorly supported sister
groupings within A. atra (e.g. atra3+atra5 [0.90 pp], and combined sister to atra4 [1.0 pp]). And
again, atra2 rendered atra1 non-monophyletic.

Morphometric analysis
Analyzing a dataset of adult male vouchers using a var-covar PCA resulted in distinct
species-specific ‘clouds’ (i.e. A. atra vs. A. anchietae; not illustrated). Within species analysis,
however, recovered slightly different species-specific results, specifically in the amount of
overlap among a priori determined mtDNA clusters. For A. atra, principle components 1 and 2
represented ~45% of the variance yet there was substantial-to-complete overlap across each of
the five population clusters (Fig. 5). There was also overlap within the A. anchietae PCA
(particularly between anch2 & anch3, again with principle components 1 and 2 representing
~45% of the variance), however it was much more limited (Fig. 6). The analysis of the complete
dataset indicated that the most highly weighted variables were meristic (scale counts; e.g. MSR,
CR, etc.). Additional PCAs using just these variables recovered similar scatterplots. The cluster
analysis strongly supported A. atra and A. anchietae as distinct from each other, but recovered no
well-supported, within-species clusters (not illustrated).
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Climatic niche modeling
A montage of population specific niche models is illustrated in Figs. 7-8. Within A. atra,
the models with the greatest amount of niche overlap were atra1 with atra2 and atra3 with atra4,
although overall overlap was minimal (Schoener’s D values <0.4) (Table S5). No values of D
fell within the distribution of pseudoreplicates, indicating that the comparisons were all
significantly different from random. The model for atra5 performed the worst at predicting
occupied niche space for this population. Although the ouput (Table S5) accurately predicts the
area of occupancy (which is expected, given the training points), much of it is with low
probability. To ascertain whether the higher proportion of southern sampling localities was
affecting the model output, an additional analysis was performed with a reduced number of
southern samples but the results were similar. Other than the single sample of atra4 that falls
outside of the predicted area of niche occupancy, models fail to predict suitable habitat across the
western Great Escarpment (which correlates to differences in biomes). The models for both atra3
and atra4 predict suitable habitat on either side of the Orange River.
Within A. anchietae, the models predict a large area of inhospitable habitat in southcentral Namibia, separating anch2 from anch3 (Fig. 8). The highest D measured was between
anch1 and anch2 (0.384; Table S6), which also happened to fall within the distribution of
pseudoreplicates. Much of this overlap is due to the over-prediction of anch2 niche space within
that of anch1, but not vice versa. An additional gap of unsuitability was identified in northwest
Namibia but did not correlate with genetic differentiation.

Discussion
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An updated phylogeography of Agama atra
Matthee & Flemming (2002) concluded that their mtDNA results suggest “a complex
situation” and would benefit from the addition of other data sources (e.g. nucDNA and/or
morphology). The results provided by our nucDNA and morphological data did not provide a
clear-cut solution to this situation. However, increased sampling and climatic niche modeling
provided additional insight into the distribution of genetic diversity across southern Africa and
reiterated the importance of certain phylogeographic features shaping that diversity. Unlike
Matthee & Flemming, we recognize up to five distinct, geographically isolated mtDNA
clusters/clades. Specifically, our increased sampling discovered an additional population (atra2)
and our analyses split up some of their poorly supported clades. For example, populations atra1
and atra4 correspond to their “North-central Clade,” atra3 to A. knobeli, and atra5 to the “Southeastern Clade.” Phylogenetic relationships among our major clades were generally well
supported (posterior probs. >0.9), although we fail to recover reciprocal monophyly between
atra1 and atra2 (Fig. 4). Therefore, the distinction between these two may be somewhat
contrived and these two populations may be better considered as one haplotypically-diverse
population associated with highly isolated habitat patches.
The 5,000km long Great Escarpment (GE), which harbors numerous centers of plant and
animal endemism, is a biogeographically important feature of the subcontinent (Clark et al.,
2011). The western GE, in particular, corresponds to the border between two biomes (the
Succulent Karoo [SKB] and Nama-Karoo [NKB] biomes, and is important in defining the
geographic distributions of certain rupicolous reptiles (Lamb & Bauer, 2000; Daniels et al.,
2010; Nielsen et al., unpub.). Our results suggest that it is not merely the presence of this
imposing geographic feature defining populations and shaping local communities, but a
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cumulative effect including dramatically different climatic conditions that exist on either side of
this barrier. The western GE appears to be a strong dispersal barrier among certain populations of
A. atra. The niche model for atra4 largely follows the distribution of the SKB. This is interesting
insomuch as it models suitable habitat southeast of the mtDNA break and previously noted
phylogeographic barrier – the Knersvlakte plain – extending as far southeast as the TankwaKaroo basin (Fig. 7, the most southeastern large patch of green bounded by two major ranges of
the Cape Fold Mountains, the Cedarberg in the west and the Roggeveldberg in the east – both of
which are occupied by atra5). Like the Knersvlakte, the Tankwa-Karoo is largely devoid of
suitable rocky habitat (SVN pers. obs.), something our models do not account for. In contrast,
little atra5-suitable habitat is predicted northwest of this mtDNA break. The statistically highest
predicted habitat for the latter (Fig. 7, black) largely follows the Cape Fold and southwest
Drakensberg mountains, areas correlating with high topographic relief. Thus, the Knersvlakte
discourages rampant dispersal due to a lack of suitable rocky habitat within the flat plain, but its
effect is magnified by (1) high-elevation Cape Fold mountain habitat that is suitable for atra5 yet
unsuitable for atra4 (preventing dispersal to ‘suitable’ climatic conditions in the Tankwa-Karoo)
and (2) climatic conditions that differ above (or inland to) the GE.
There are potentially two, additional, previously identified factors that may also be
playing a significant role in reinforcing the Knersvlakte genetic break – body size and
differences in reproductive period. Mouton & Herselman (1994) reported that not only do the
two populations who meet at the Knersvlakte (atra4 and atra5) attain dramatically different
maximum body sizes (with a difference of up to [at least] 70mm snout-vent length; SVN pers.
obs.), their mating seasons also differ, being either seasonal (atra5) or aseasonal (atra4). Thus,
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reproductive timing (due to local adaptation) and potential physical incompatibility may be
reinforcing if not promoting biological separation.
Matthee & Flemming (2002) also suggest that the Orange River corresponds to
population boundaries within A. atra, a pattern shared – if only partially – by some widespread
vertebrate taxa (Lamb & Bauer, 2000; Smit et al., 2010), but not others (Portik et al., 2011). Here
we find that this potential barrier is incomplete, and strongest to the west of the GE in
Namaqualand. To the east, although the river passes through a deeply incised canyon with fast
flowing water, maternal gene flow does not appear to be strongly affected in either A. atra or A.
anchietae (Fig. 2). To the west, the niche models reciprocally predict suitable habitat on either
side of the Orange River but genetic analyses recover no indication of gene flow. This river has
changed course multiple times (REF) and below the escarpment is neither fast flowing nor high
volume. Therefore, one may predict that its biogeographic influence would be minimal. So what
else may be reinforcing population separation? One possibility may be the absence of suitable
rocky habitat, but we unfortunately currently lack a detailed GIS layer detailing the prevalence
and distribution of rocky habitat. Suitable rocky habitat in this region is often scarce and may
partially explain the coastal sampling gap we currently have for this taxon.

Phylogeographic structure across Namibia
Within Namibia, climatic conditions and habitat type differ dramatically as one moves
inland from the coast. Many squamates are distributed across Namibia in a southeast to the
northwest diagonal, following the Nama-Karoo biome along the western escarpment (rupicolous
species) or the vast Namib dune seas (psammophilous species) (Branch, 1998). Few studies have
explored phylogeographic patterns across Namibia, particularly with the amount of sampling
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employed herein (although see Heinz, 2011, unpub. MSc thesis). Lacking sampling from the area
– thus precluding precise localization – Portik et al. (2011) identified a wide genetic break in
central Namibia for the Western Rock Skink (Trachylepis sulcata) where the taxon is known to
occur. Smit et al. (2010) identified two gaps in Namibia, one in the northwest (separating a
single divergent haplotype [Kaokoland] from all other localities) and another in the south,
roughly corresponding to the position of the Orange River. Neither the Orange nor Cunene rivers
appear to be matrilineal breaks in A. anchietae (and the former only partially so in A. atra; see
above); however, the geographic break between anch2 and anch3 roughly corresponds to what
was reported by Portik et al. With our more expanded sampling, we provide further evidence that
rocky habitat following the western escarpment across southern Namibia is not without barriers
to dispersal. The niche models generated for these two populations reiterates the climatic
disparity across this region, as neither cross predict suitable habitat, suggesting that this break
may be consequential.
In contrast, a potentially novel bio-/phylogeographic break was identified in north-central
Namibia, south of the isolated Brandberg massif, possibly corresponding to the Omaruru river
(Fig. 8). The vicinity of this ephemeral river (Seely et al., 2003) was identified as the southern
boundary of the semi-rupicolous gecko, Pachydactylus sansteynae, is near the northern
distributional limits of P. werneri (semi-rupicolous) and P. reconditus (rupicolous) (Bauer et al.,
2006), and seems to correlate to genetic breaks in other gekkotan species (Heinz, 2011). The
niche models corresponding to anch1 and anch2 each predict suitable habitat on either side of
the Omaruru (particularly anch2 north of the proposed barrier), but this area corresponds to a
notable genetic break (in both mt- and nucDNA; Table S3, Fig. 4), and is moderately reflected in
morphology (Fig. 6).
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Evolutionary and taxonomic implications
Previous work has suggested that diversification within A. atra began less than 3Myr ago
(Matthee & Flemming, 2002; Leaché et al., 2014), and the split between the latter and A.
anchietae has been dated to ~8Myr (Leaché et al., 2014). This period – the late Miocene to early
Pliocene – was marked by dramatic geomorphic uplift and a cooling, drying climatic trend
(Cowling et al., 2009). A concomitant shift in circumpolar air circulation in the Southern Ocean
combined with the nascent Benguela upwelling system off the south-western African coast to
promote ongoing aridification in the adjacent southern African mainland (Siesser, 1980;
McCarthy & Rubidge, 2005; Neumann & Bamford, 2015). This period also saw the genesis of
winter dominant rainfall in the south-western Cape, contrasting with summer or aseasonal
rainfall patterns observed elsewhere in the subcontinent (Chase & Meadows, 2007). These geoclimatic changes are complicit in the formation of southern Africa’s major biomes (Neumann &
Bamford, 2015) and subsequent diversification has been reported in many plant groups (Cowling
et al., 2009). By using gross timing estimates based on molecular sequence divergence
(~0.5%/Myr for 16S rRNA data; Poulakakis et al., 2005), we conclude that a rough age of ~610Myrs can be attached to the deepest, within-lineage splits (for both A. atra & A. anchietae).
Thus, this period of geo-climatic flux was an important driver of allopatric diversification in
agamid populations.
Matthee & Flemming's (2002) phylogeographic analysis of Agama atra informally
elevated A. a. knobeli to full species status citing a combination of mitochondrial and geographic
distinctiveness. Boulenger & Power (1921) originally described this taxon using aspects of
scalation that differed slightly from A. anchietae and A. atra, and this diagnosis was reinforced
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by Wagner et al. (2009) based on the presence of a prominent tail crest. In reality, none of the
morphological distinctions are particularly robust, nor unique to the population we have
designated as A. knobeli (atra3). Our mtDNA analyses reiterate that atra3/A. knobeli is unique
mito-genetically (and apparently geographically isolated), but there is a total lack of both
nucDNA differentiation and (size corrected) morphological variation (Fig. 5), suggesting that
there is insufficient data to continue recognizing this taxon as a distinct species. We find
ourselves in a contrasting scenario with A. anchietae, however, as strong molecular (both nucand mtDNA), climatic niche, and geographic evidence suggests anch1 is different from the
combined anch2+anch3 (Figs. 2-4, 6, 8). Although no non-overlapping morphological
differences could be found, our analyses indicate a pattern of progressing morphological
separation. Should delineating morphological evidence be found, a previous name exists in
current synonymy that could be applied to the southern populations – A. namaquensis (see
Wagner et al., 2012, in reference to A. namaquensis).
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Tables
Table 1. Summary statistics for each locus sequenced. Abbreviations are as follows: variable
sites (var.), parsimony informative sites (P.I.), number of sequences (n), number of haplotypes
(h), haplotype diversity (Hd).
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Figures
Fig. 1. Map of southern Africa illustrating collection localities for the samples used in this study.
White circles represent A. atra, black squares A. anchietae.
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Fig. 2. Haplotype networks for each locus used. Each circle constitutes a particular haplotype
with size indicating the relative number of individuals per haplotype and colors correspond to
mapped collection localities (atra1, blue; atra2, red; atra3, yellow; atra4, green; atra5, white;
anch1, orange; anch2, turquoise; anch3, purple).
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Fig. 3. SPLITSTREE gene networks for 16S (a) and ND4 (b) haplotype sequences.
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Fig. 4. Phylogenetic reconstruction of ingroup agamid relationships generated using MRBAYES
and based on a concatenated, partitioned dataset that included all loci. Bayesian posterior
probability statistical support is indicated.
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Fig. 5. Plot of specimen scores for the first two axes of var-covar principal components analysis
for all characters in the A. atra-complex.
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Fig. 6. Plot of specimen scores for the first two axes of var-covar principal components analysis
for all characters in A. anchietae-complex.
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Fig. 7. Predicated ecological niches for each population of A. atra using 19 bioclimatic variables.
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Fig. 8. Predicated ecological niches for each population of A. anchietae using 19 bioclimatic
variables.
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Supporting Information
Table S1. Sampling information including population assignment, tissue/field IDs, collection
locality GPS coordinates (lat., long.), and GenBank accession details for all the samples included
in our analyses.
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Table S2. List of PCR primer names, full sequences, and original published source if not
generated de novo.
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Table S3. Pairwise 16S/ND4 sequence differences averaged over all sequence pairs between
populations conducted in MEGA.
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Table S4. Raw and averaged morphological data collected from preserved museum specimens.
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Table S5. Pairwise Schoener’s D values, population niche models, and a composite niche model
for A. atra populations.
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Table S6. Pairwise Schoener’s D values, population niche models, and a composite niche model
for A. anchietae populations.
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Fig. S1. Phylogenetic reconstruction of ingroup agamid relationships generated using MRBAYES
and based on the concatenated, partitioned nuclear-only dataset. Bayesian posterior probability
statistical support is indicated.
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University, Villanova, PA. Courses: Human Anatomy and Physiology
Labs I & II. Duties: Lab introduction lecturer, performed weekly setup,
quiz design and grading.

SYNERGISTIC ACTIVITIEs

Photographer and contributor to AmphibiaWeb, eBird (2011-present)
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Journal Reviewer: African J. of Herpetology, African Herp News, Australian J. of Zoology,
Molecular Ecology, Molecular Ecol. Resources, Conservation Genetics, Navorsinge, Journal
of Biogeography
International collaborations:
International collaboration is fundamental to my research program. Much of my research is
geared toward evolutionary studies of Gondwanan amphibians and reptiles and I collaborate
extensively with foreign researchers. Since 2006, I have developed collaborations with
researchers at numerous institutions in southern Africa, New Zealand and Australia.
Involving undergraduate students in research:
I currently mentor one undergraduate researcher, who is from an underrepresented group in
STEM disciplines, and have previously mentored five other undergraduate researchers, also
including two from underrepresented groups.
Presentations

2015.

Nielsen, S.V. (presenter), K.A. Tolley, A.M. Bauer and B.P. Noonan. Cryptic
species delimitation and phylogeography of two widely distributed squamate
sister-species (Agama atra and A. anchietae) reveals incongruent evolutionary
patterns. Oral presentation at the 58th Annual Meeting of the Society for the
Study of Amphibians & Reptiles in Lawrence, KS.

2014.

Nielsen, S.V. (presenter), K.A. Tolley, A.M. Bauer and B.P. Noonan.
“Comparative phylogeography of three rock dwelling lizard species (Agama
atra, Karusasaurus polyzonus, & Chondrodactylys bibronii) provides insight
into the speciation process in southern Africa.” Poster presentation at the 12th
Conference of the Herpetological Association of Africa. (Winner of the
Student Poster Presentation competition.)
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2014.

Nielsen, S.V. (presenter), K.A. Tolley, A.M. Bauer and B.P. Noonan. Semicomparative phylogeographic analysis of two widely distributed squamate
sister-species (Agama atra and A. anchietae) reveals unrecognized cryptic
species and incongruent genetic and biogeographic patterns. Oral presentation
at the 12th Conference of the Herpetological Association of Africa.

2013.

Nielsen, S.V. (presenter), B.L. Fisher and B.P. Noonan. “The ecology of
Malagasy formicine diversification: Widespread waifs and undocumented
endemics.” Poster presentation at the 6th International Congress of the
International Biogeography Society (Miami, FL).

2012.

Nielsen, S.V. (presenter), K.A. Tolley, A.M. Bauer and B.P. Noonan.
“Comparative phylogeography of three rock dwelling lizard species gives
unparalled insights into the speciation process in southern Africa.” Oral
presentation at the 7th meeting of the World Congress of Herpetology
(Vancouver, BC).

2011.

Nielsen, S.V. (presenter), K.A. Tolley, A.M. Bauer and B.P. Noonan.
“Revisiting FitzSimons’ “intricate zoogeographical problem”: increased
diversity within southern African lizards of the genus Agama.” Oral
presentation at the 10th meeting of the Herpetological Association of Africa
(Cape Town, ZA).

2009.

Nielsen, S.V. (presenter), A.M. Bauer, T. Jackman and B. Noonan. “Something
Old in New Zealand: Dating Suggests Possible Gondwanan Connections for
New Zealand’s Endemic Geckos.” Oral presentation at the 2009 Joint Meeting
of Ichthyologists and Herpetologists (Portland, OR).
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2009.

Hitchmough, R. (presenter), S.V. Nielsen, A.M. Bauer and T.R. Jackman. “New
Zealand’s geckos – a speciose endemic radiation with probable vicariant,
Gondwanic origins.” Oral presentation at the Second Meeting of the
Australasian Societies for Herpetology (Auckland, NZ).

2008.

Krysko, K.L. (presenter), J. Burgess, K.M. Enge, L.A. Somma, M.R. Rochford,
and S.V. Nielsen. “Nonindigenous amphibians and reptiles in Florida:
outlining the invasion process and identifying continuous pathways.” Oral
presentation at the Invasive Herpetology Workshop (Sarasota, FL).

2008.

Nielsen, S.V. (presenter), A.M. Bauer and T. Jackman. “Molecular systematics
of the geckos of New Zealand.” Oral presentation at the 2008 Joint Meeting of
Ichthyologists and Herpetologists (Montreal, QC).

2007.

Nielsen, S.V. (presenter), A.M. Bauer and T. Jackman. “Molecular systematics
of the geckos of New Zealand.” Poster presentation at Evolution 2007
(Christchurch, NZ).

2007.

Nielsen, S.V. and E. Snively (presenter). “Phylogenetic inference of extinct
geckos using Bayesian analysis.” Oral presentation at The 2nd University of
Alberta Herpetology Symposium (Calgary, AB).

Invited talks

2011.

Nielsen, S.V. “Revisiting Boulenger’s “intricate zoogeographical problem”:
measuring diversity within southern Africa’s Agama.” Quarterly Ecological
Meeting for CapeNature, 13th May 2011 (Porterville, ZA).
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Special training

2014.

Student workshop on using Carstens and O’Meara’s Phylogeographic
Approximate Likelihood method (PHRAPL), Ohio State University, Columbus,
OH, USA.

2010.

High Performance Computing for Phylogenetics Tutorial – Fast, free
phylogenies, NIMBioS. Knoxville, TN, USA.

2010.

Student Workshop on Descriptive Taxonomy, South African Biosystematics
Initiative (SABI). Port Elizabeth, Eastern Cape, ZA.

2009.

Estimating Species Trees Workshop, University of Michigan - Museum of
Zoology. Ann Arbor, MI, USA.
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